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It is said that if you know your enemies and know yourself, you will not be imperiled in
a hundred battles; if you do not know your enemies but do know yourself, you will win
one and lose one; if you do not know your enemies nor yourself, you will be imperiled
in every single battle. Sun Tzu
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Section 1: Intelligence
Establishing the Intelligence Element, Part One:
Analysis and Control Element (ACE)
From the top.
‘Intelligence’ can be mystical. Let me demystify. Intelligence is simply useful information. But past
that, there’s information and then there’s information of intelligence value. Telling me that there was
an enemy attack is just information. Telling me that the enemy mounted a coordinated attack, initiated
with an IED followed by both direct and indirect fires, primarily coming from compounds on the east
side of MSR Leopard is information of intelligence value. Now we have some useful stuff.
Combining this new information of intelligence value with some previous intelligence might help us
discover that that the 82mm mortars and AK47s transported into our AO last week were likely used in
this attack. From that, we might deduce from still previous intelligence that Leeroy Jenkins is an
enemy facilitator/commander in our AO. We’ve arrived at this conclusion through analysis performed
by the intelligence element. Does this sound like something you could do? Could you be the
intelligence element for your local militia?
The intelligence element of an organization plays a critical role; you must have an intelligence element
whether it’s one dude or an entire section. Intelligence allows the commander to make informed, timesensitive decisions and use his finite resources to the maximum effect; he runs the risk of mission
failure without it. Intelligence is derived from a robust collection capacity and formulated into
actionable intelligence through quality analysis. The difference between good intelligence and
actionable intelligence is the difference between knowing your enemy is named Leeroy Jenkins and
knowing that Leeroy Jenkins stays at 123 Elm Avenue.
A reader recently emailed me about how to establish his militia’s intelligence element. Here’s the long
answer but not nearly as long as it will be.
When configuring your intelligence element, we divide efforts into two categories: collection and
analysis. Collection deals with – you guessed it – intelligence gathering. This is our HUMINT,
SIGINT, OSINT, IMINT, ELINT, MASINT, and TECHINT. The other is analysis, which we will refer
to as the Analysis and Control Element (ACE). One analogy we can make is that intelligence collectors
are the senses (sight, smell, hearing, etc.); and the ACE is the brain. All those environmental stimuli
collected from our senses are funneled to the brain (ACE) and our brain (ACE) compiles the data and
figures out what’s going on. If we were to survey our OODA (observe, orient, decide, act) loop and
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apply it to the intelligence cycle, we’d find that without intelligence collection, we can’t observe,
orient, or make good decisions. In short, intelligence drives the fight and that’s exactly why your
militia or other paramilitary organization must have an intelligence element.
At this point, I should say that ACE is typically reserved for brigade-, division-, or corps-level
intelligence elements. What you’ll find at the tactical level is called the company-level intelligence cell
(CLIC). What you call your intelligence element will depend on the size and scope of your
organization or just commander’s preference. A statewide militia might utilize the ACE while a
localized militia group in a town might use a CLIC. ACEs will typically include political intelligence
(sometimes referred to as POLINT) and be divided into regional analysis cells (RC-S, MNF-W, etc);
while CLICs will be only be concerned with what’s happening in their AOR. For instance, a CLIC in a
local town may not really have a need for a dedicated POLINT team if all they’re dealing with is a
mayor or city council (or whatever government martial law brings). For the sake of uniformity, I’m
just going to call everything an ACE and let you decide on what you call it from there.

Just one example of compartmentalization, where CMDR is the Commander; DA is Direct Action; IA
is Intel Analyst; IC is Intelligence Collector.
Compartmentalization.
Before we get into setting up our intel outfit, keep in mind the concept of compartmentalization. Think
of a set of cabinets: you have your dishes in one, cups and glasses in another, and then maybe some
condiments, tea, coffee, and medicine in another. The dishes can’t see what the cups are doing and
neither the dishes nor the cups can see the condiments. That’s compartmentalization. Let’s take the
French Resistance for example. When the Nazis started rolling up a few of those dudes, what would
have happened if each resister knew everyone in that organization? It wouldn’t last very long. And
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this explains the need for those people to know things only if they need to know. Your intelligence
element doesn’t need to know your operators and your operators don’t need to your know intelligence
element. Your sources don’t need to know anything about your organization and in many (but not all)
cases it’s best that they know virtually nothing about it. Bottom line: compartmentalize the different
sections of your organization so that if the federal regime pucs one or two, the resisters can’t spill the
beans on everything else. This isn’t importantly in the military but it gets serious for the resistance
organization.
Primary functions.
Among the small handful of primary functions a militia’s ACE should undertake, I’d include
conducting all-source analysis; maybe even some predictive analysis; identifying and tracking the
enemy’s situational template (SITTEMP); identifying intelligence gaps; tasking and directing
collection to satisfy intelligence requirements; targeting; and, lastly, conducting the all-important
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield. These tasks would be at the discretion of the tactical
commander; and higher echelons of an organization will have different core tasks. (National-level
intelligence organizations generally won’t be concerned with the enemy SITTEMP at the tactical level;
and company level intelligence won’t be concerned with national-level trends.)
All-source analysis.
Be the brain. The ACE takes in all this information; literally more information than can be processed at
times. I’ll get into this much more in-depth in a future article so I’ll keep it light now. Open source
intelligence (OSINT) is your greatest ally. At least 80% of intelligence collected around the world is
from OSINT and it’s an intelligence discipline often overlooked. Let news outlets be among your
intelligence gatherers! Let’s say that news reports claim that the martial law area is being extended into
your town. Other news reports claim that the reason is because of the local militia is carrying out extrajudicial punishment against criminal elements, namely against the Leeroy Jenkins Gang. A human
intelligence (HUMINT) report from a reliable source from within local law enforcement claims that an
incoming light infantry company will be based out of an abandoned grocery store. We’ve just
combined information from two intelligence disciplines (OSINT and HUMINT) that indicates the
incoming infantry unit is coming to get you – the local militia. I’ll include more on all-source analysis
in an upcoming article.
Predictive analysis.
You’ve been alerted that the light infantry company’s mission is kinetic operations, specifically against
the local militia. The company is going through each neighborhood, door to door, looking for
contraband and/or arresting suspected militia members. Through SALUTE reports, the ACE finds out
that the light infantry company leaves their compound at 5:00am every morning. Or from observation,
we learn that every Wednesday they raid houses but every Thursday they stay at the grocery store. (As
an aside, I would truly hope that predictive analysis is this easy if/when the time comes. In reality,
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these things are much more random.) Or maybe, in a different case, we know that they commence an
operation one day after re-supply. Wouldn’t it become important to look for any indication of re-supply
so that you know roughly when the next operation starts?
Enemy situational template.
The enemy SITTEMP is little more than a map that shows the current disposition of enemy forces.
Let’s say that the UN sets up camp in your town and your commander has directed you to give him a
daily enemy SITTEMP briefing every morning. One thing we want to show him is the current location
of the enemy’s HQ. If we lack intelligence on a specific location, we might initially estimate it by
deriving from SALT/SALUTE reports the densest volume of enemy security forces. If we don’t know
where it is, we don’t know. Estimates are generally acceptable within 12-24 hours; anything after that
and I’m personally going to want to nail something down. Additionally, if that HQ moves, it may
indicate a shift in forces or strategy, in which case we have another intelligence gap – why did the HQ
move? The second thing we’ll want to show is the location of other units; maybe there’s a light
infantry platoon based out of the hardware store and a motorized infantry platoon based out of the
abandoned Walmart (whatever). In short, if there are enemy units, we want them plotted on the map.
If that same motorized infantry platoon kits up every morning and does a show of force patrol down
Highway 43, you’re going to put that on the map as well. Enemy tactics and unit locations change, and
as they change they pose new threats and, hopefully, new vulnerabilities. If we know through the
SITTEMP (derived from SALT/SALUTE reports) that the motorized infantry kits up at eight o’clock
on the dot every single morning, then we’re going to exploit that. The enemy SITTEMP aids that
exploitation.
Intelligence gaps.
Martial law has been expanded from a nearby city into your suburb and a new uniformed military unit
has moved into your AO. You don’t know a lot about them and so you naturally have some pretty hefty
intelligence gaps to fill. Who and what are they? Is it infantry, MPs, artillery gun bunnies
moonlighting as local security? What equipment do they have? What’s their mission? Are they
clearing homes door to door looking for contraband, are they arresting suspected militia members, or
are they installing security cameras at every road intersection? Are they doing all of these things? We
know all these things about the enemy, but what are some other things we don’t know? What are the
things we need to know but don’t? It’s the ACE’s job to identify these intelligence gaps.
Intelligence requirements.
Intelligence requirements are derived from intelligence gaps. If we don’t know the strength or
disposition of federal regime forces that just came into our AO, then we have a gap in our intelligence
that we need to fill. The commander sets his intelligence requirements based on current and future
operations. For instance, one requirement might be, When will federal regime forces attack? The
ACE might use predictive analysis to answer this question; they may task a source in local law
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enforcement for an early warning; or they might use an observation post or a video feed to alert them
when the unit mounts up and leaves the wire. Another requirement might be, What’s the unit SOP for
an approaching civilian? Or, How long does it take the unit to set up and conduct a cordon and
search? Or, What is the perimeter security and defensive posture of the unit while conducting a cordon
and search? It’s the ACE’s job to find out anything the commander wants/needs to know.
Targeting.
Targeting is a function of the ACE because the nature of warfare is to remove the enemy from the
battlefield. National-level intelligence agencies, along with the military, currently rely heavily on
targeting in foreign countries, especially through the use of drones. Targeting is oftentimes
intelligence-driven; that is, you receive actionable intelligence which initiates an operation against a
predesignated target. This is a post in and of itself and I’ll cover it in the future.
Intelligence preparation of the battlefield.
There’s a five-part series on Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB). You can find the
Overview here. If you’re interested in becoming the intelligence element, you really need to read all
five parts.
Conclusion.
This is just Part One but I hope this was helpful and started to answer the question. Parts of your
question really depend on how much and what types of information you’ll need to analyze. If your
militia is company-sized consisting of four platoons and totaling 100 men, I would dedicate two or
three members to be the ACE (or CLIC). If I was in a small town with just ten militia members, I
would probably designate a trusted member of the auxiliary to organize the ACE. Either way, I hope
this sets you off on the right foot.

Establishing the Intelligence Element, Part Two:
HUMINT Gathering Operations
In the previous article, we briefly covered how to establish the ‘brain’ of your intelligence operations,
what it looks like, and how it functions. Today, we cover how we feed the brain: intelligence
gathering. There are many types of intelligence but I’ll focus on Human Intelligence (HUMINT) and
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) because they require no sophisticated equipment and any member
of the resistance can be a HUMINT/OSINT collector (and all members should at least be a passive
collector of information.)
What makes a good HUMINT collector?
Three prerequisites for an intelligence collector are curiosity, the ability to problem solve, and the
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ability to operate independently. As a collector, you will be tasked to find and gather information that
satisfies an intelligence requirement. That requirement will be formulated by the commander or by the
Analysis and Control Element (ACE) fulfilling the commander’s intent. (For instance, the commander
may say, “I need to know what weapons the enemy has”, which is a very straightforward requirement
— much better than, “When will the enemy attack?” From that intent, the ACE may create several
requirements from one, including identifying enemy ammunition supply, ammunition type, or quantity
of weapon types. Part of the ACE’s function is to answer questions before the commander asks.) A
good collector should be naturally curious and able to ask follow-up questions to gather a more
complete picture. In short, the collector shouldn’t want to stop after the requirement has been satisfied;
but should be proactive in gathering further information. Remember that the ACE really isn’t gathering
information and they’re dependent on the intelligence collectors to funnel them good information.
While some might point out a problem of having “too much intelligence” to analyze, too much is a
better problem than not enough.
Problem solving is a critical ability of the intelligence collector. Maybe your sources become difficult
to work with, they stop providing you good information, or maybe they simply disappear. These are all
potential problems for the collector. Sources can become afraid that they might be discovered as
working with the resistance, or sources may have family problems (perhaps the death of a family
member or marriage/children issues) that cause them to take a decreased or reluctant interest in
supporting the resistance. Maybe your source issues you an ultimatum; the risk is too high for the
source to continue his reporting and so he wants more money, wants protection for his family, or wants
x or y in return for continued reporting. Maybe a source continually reports erroneous information and
becomes a liability; maybe your source is an agent provocateur or a counter-intelligence asset of the
enemy. Problems arise and they sometimes require creative solutions. In the case of the reluctant
source, maybe he needs reassurance, a new meeting place, a different and low-risk communication
method, or maybe you just need to cut ties until he’s ready to return. In the event of a source becoming
a liability, remember that the enemy will be (should be) using their counter-intelligence assets to seek
out intelligence collectors. If a collector has a dozen sources who each have only one point of contact –
the collector himself – and the collector is killed or captured, then the enemy can deny the resistance
organization potentially actionable intelligence from those loose sources. This would be a battlefield,
after all. Keep your head on a swivel, and stay on your toes and two steps ahead.
The third critical ability of the intelligence collector is operating independently. The more you
communicate, the greater the risk of discovery, especially knowing that high tech surveillance
equipment will be working against you. (Remember, one ultimate goal of the regime is to institute
persistent surveillance.) The intelligence apparatus likely won’t have the luxury of operating in
continuous and real-time contact between collection assets and the ACE. It might take days or weeks
to gather and report information. Unlike the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan where intelligence assets
potentially had dedicated intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) platforms and encrypted
comms, the resistance intelligence element will likely work without these advantages. As a resistance
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intelligence collector, expect to have limited contact with your ACE cohorts. Perhaps the only
communication will be through dead drop where you receive your intelligence requirements (preferably
in code), and then encrypted email where you report your gathered intelligence. While I would
consider this a worst case scenario (only better than not being able to receive or report information), in
areas of increased regime scrutiny, your collection operations may well look like this.
A final note on intelligence collectors.
A distinction should be made about the roles and responsibilities of the guerrilla force versus the
auxiliary. The auxiliary is best-suited for intelligence gathering. Intelligence collectors need deliberate
communication with their sources, which is not only very difficult for a member of the guerrilla force
but also extremely risky… too risky for most to even consider. Sources can be turned into doubleagents pretty easily through kidnapping, extortion, or threat of violence. Many will be willing to risk
their lives for the resistance; few will be willing to risk the lives or well-being of family members.
That’s a lose-lose situation so I wouldn’t even consider a member of my guerrilla element as an
intelligence collector because the risk is too high. If you’re keen on the guerrilla force, set up your
separate auxiliary now. If you’re setting up an auxiliary, find a local militia or guerrilla element to
support.
What makes a good source?
Taken from Sources & Reliability:
If I had to describe the “ideal” source, he or she would be or have three things: be
responsive to tasking, be motivated to provide accurate information, and have placement
and access to satisfy the information requirement.
By “tasking”, I mean that we utilize the individual; therefore, if someone is responsive to
tasking, then he or she is willing to be tasked (literally, given a task). Sources should be
motivated to provide you the information you’re looking for. That motivation can be
monetary or ideological; you can pay them or they can provide you information because
they are working toward the same goals as you. Finally, the source should have placement
and access. If I want information about what the Leroy Jenkins Gang is doing now or what
they’re planning next, then I need a source who has inside information. Think about insider
trading: those people are usually receiving information from the middle to top tiers of
companies on good or bad news. They have placement within the company and access to
the information that will satisfy the requirement.
‘Placement and access’ is the most important because the source has enduring placement near the target
information and access to the target information. If we want to know more about ABC Corp., we want
the janitor, security guard, client, or the business analyst as our source. The janitor funnels sensitive
documents from the trash, the security guard reports on who enters the office and security
vulnerabilities, the client reports on current discussions with business personalities or leadership, and
the business analyst will know nearly anything about how the company operates.
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Source recruiting.
I’d like to reiterate that ‘every Patriot is a sensor’. You don’t need to infiltrate a local organization to
find good sources. Start with people you know who sympathize and support the Liberty/militia
movement. Ask a few questions about their thoughts and outlook regarding the movement. You might
discuss the importance of intelligence networks and ask for their help. In other instances, you might
just ask a friend to pass along any information he hears about any number of issues. If he agrees,
you’ve just recruited a source. Later, you might ask him about a specific issue. You might ask him if
he has any friends or acquaintances who have access to particular information. If he does and is
willing to help, you’ve just recruited a source who is responsive to tasking, motivated to report accurate
information, and has second-hand information from a sub-source with placement and access — the
three things we’re looking for in good sources. Viola. You are now an intelligence collector. But
source recruitment isn’t always a necessity. In a real-world scenario and by virtue of your friendship
with people, you might be reporting information from unwitting sources; and those unwitting sources
might be the best advantage you have as an intelligence collector. A source who understands that he’s
reporting information to the resistance might respond differently than an unwitting source. This could
work in your favor or be a hindrance, but as you get to know your sources, you’re in the best position
to make the decision to inform them of the reason you’re interested in particular information. If your
source knows he’s supporting a good cause in the resistance, he might be willing to go the extra mile.
Source vetting.
Vetting is an important part of source operations. If you’re approached by a ‘walk-in’ — that is, a
source who is motivated to seek you out in order to provide information, then you need to find out who
sent him to you specifically, what he has to say, if he’s the individual he says he is, and then find out his
motivation for reporting. He might tell you that his name is Antonio Jenkins, the cousin of Leeroy
Jenkins from the notorious Leeroy Jenkins Gang (our adversary in most of our theoretical scenarios)
and that Leeroy himself is at 123 Elm Avenue right now. So what do you do? If this individual is, in
fact, the cousin of Leeroy Jenkins, then we’ll likely be able to find Leeroy again by tasking our new
source. The source information is too risky to action right away; and if he’s motivated to report once,
then he’ll likely be motivated to report again in the future. I’d task a separate source to surveil the
location and report back what he sees. In the meantime, I’m going to ask Antonio a lot of questions;
specifically, about his motivation for reporting this information, and then about the Leeroy Jenkins
Gang. If the information he gives is consistent with previously reported and confirmed information,
then I might be willing to lend more credence to his claims. Next, I’m going to find out who he knows
by asking him about his friends and family, specifically directed towards potential connections with my
current sources. Does he know any of them? Might one of my sources know about Antonio? If so,
I’m going to attempt to positively identify (PID) Antonio through a reliable source with placement and
access to the Jenkins family. Or maybe Antonio works at ABC Corp; the same place as another
source. If my reliable sources can PID Antonio, then I’m one step closer to confirming Antonio’s
information. If my source cannot PID Antonio, then I’m no worse for the wear; and I’ll see if the
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source can confirm or deny the information that Antonio provided.
In this scenario, we’ve identified three ways of vetting sources. The first is through consistency of
reporting — is this source information consistent with information confirmed to be true? The second is
through independently confirming or denying the information currently being reported. The third is
through positive identification of the individual himself. In a future article, we’ll cover more about
vetting sources.
Practical exercises.
In all honestly, aside from getting to know people in your community, there’s little one can do right
now to run source operations. Post-SHTF, WROL, or EROL situations will present ample
opportunities to run real-world source ops. Until then, there are a few ways you can practice. This can
be a lot of fun, especially if you’re new to the collection gig.
Have a friend tell an acquaintance or mutual friend a piece of information that you don’t already know.
Start with something easy; maybe it’s that he wore a specific-color hat yesterday. Next, approach this
mutual friend and see if you can find out what color his hat was. You’re going to learn a lot; the first of
which is whether or not you can gather that information without tipping off the mutual friend that
you’re actually prying for information. An unwitting source doesn’t know enough to work against
you. Interviewing (re: interrogating) sources for information is kind of like a chess match. Stay two
steps ahead of your source. In a future article, we’ll get into different ‘approaches’ — how we treat
individual sources regarding individual topics by negotiating from strength and exploiting weakness —
and involuntary responses that indicate truthfulness in speech.
Conclusion.
Finally, I’d like to welcome all the new readers and thank the regulars for dropping by. With each
thousand or two-thousand word article, I feel that we’re still only scratching the surface. We cover one
topic and create three more. I hope these posts are helpful for you and that you benefit from them. If
you have any questions or comments, please leave them below. If you have a question you’d like
answered in an article or want to request an article on a specific topic, please get in touch with me. I
write these posts as they come to me but if there’s something you’re interested in, I’d love to pass along
the institutional and experiential knowledge. In the next article, we’ll cover OSINT.

Establishing the Intelligence Element, Part
Three: OSINT Collection
In the first two posts in this series, we covered twice that ‘every Patriot is a sensor (intelligence
collector)’. That is to say, every Patriot should at least passively collect information to report higher.
In the last post, we covered what I would call ‘directed’ intelligence assets – those who are assigned to
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actively gather intelligence and who receive direction on what information to collect.
Part Three is about Open Source Intelligence (OSINT); or, information that is open and freely
available. Just as every Patriot is a sensor, sometimes we have ‘sensors’ reporting information who
may not be working for us; or who may actually be working against us. Those include members of the
media, in any medium. We’ll cover some sources of information from OSINT sources who aren’t
actively or willingly aiding us.
Teevee and radio.
Local media likes to get its viewers the scoop on local news and because of that, it’s a great way to
recap what happened on any given day. The shooting on South Street; the corruption case involving
the County Commissioner; the new mall going up downtown. They report information and, it just so
happens, as a member of the intelligence element: you are in the business of information! But as an
active intelligence collector, I wouldn’t expect you to remain glued to the teevee every night at six and
ten just to listen to the latest scuttlebutt. So you, as the ACE, are going to delegate this task to those
who are unable (or unwilling) to more actively aid the resistance.
Going back to the last post, there are a lot of older Patriots out there who can’t go run around in the
woods playing Rambo (and this is not directed at the author of the letter!). As someone commented,
there are a lot of old dudes out there who remain sharp as a tack even though they’ve long lost the
physical abilities of their youth. If you run or belong to a militia, do not overlook an older Patriot
because he just may well be able to run mental circles around you, if not physical ones.
I would choose two people whom I know watch local news shows religiously; and they’re going to give
me (the ACE) updates on these topics, at a minimum:
– Weather. Weather is important; it’s part of our METT-TC (mission, enemy, terrain and weather,
troops, time, civil considerations). Weather can be critically important and not just for the reasons you
might think. First, the obvious: severe weather. I already feel like I’m beating a dead horse here; but
I’m going to expect to be notified when severe weather is in the forecast. From there, the ACE can
track how it might affect the mission or mission readiness. But on a day to day basis, what’s more
important that the rain shower is the overhead forecast. UAVs and other overhead imagery assets have
a tough time seeing through clouds. Weather is also going to determine how enemy air assets operate.
If I’m on the ground, I desperately want to know when the enemy will (or won’t / probably don’t) have
available air assets. Birds don’t (or rarely) go up in high winds, thunderstorms, or other situations
where low visibility exists (heavy fog). We also know that the efficacy of IR devices can be degraded
due to rain or high humidity. Additionally, clouds, surface wind, temperature, and humidity can have
an adverse effect on thermal devices by affecting the ambient air temperature. So whenever the weather
effect meets a certain criteria or surpasses a certain threshold, you should expect to receive an update.
– Traffic. Feasibly, traffic could play a role in resistance operations. You might use a traffic jam to
your advantage or avoid one. You may even need to cause one. But traffic is pretty low on the list of
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important things to track.
– Media outlook. Kilcullen and Petraeus wrote that the media is an asset of the enemy and I think
that’s a good way to examine the media. If the media is an asset of the enemy, what is the resistance
asset that counters the state propaganda? What’s the media portrayal of local/national resistance
operations? Has the local station been co-opted or forced to publish propaganda? Did a raid on the
regime checkpoint turn into a ‘mass slaughter of a dozen babies who had cancer’? Iraq and Afghanistan
are glowing examples of how public perception creates adverse conditions for operations. You kill one
insurgent with important tribal connections and next thing you know, the entire neighborhood/district is
practically up in flames and you have another hundred pissed off and armed Hajjis… or there’s a riot or
protest outside the FOB just begging for a couple RPGs or a grenade over the wall. Actions have
consequences and it’s important to know the effects on the populace. If a resistance activity is being
unfairly reported or outright slanted, you’re going to want your PR/IO arm to get out the truth. And
we’re alerted to these adverse reports by having the old folks watch the news.
– Enemy movement. Sometimes we get unlucky (or lucky) and the media breaks a news story about
significant movement… kind of like Geraldo Rivera disclosing the plans and location of the 101st
Airborne in Iraq in 2003. Or the handful of operations (maybe more) on the eastern AFPAK border
being reported by Fox News before they even started (Operation Mountain Fury, anyone? Or was it
Mountain Lion?). Hey, it happens. And so if there’s an unexpectedly large build up of military/LE in a
certain area, the media just might take notice (a la Boston). If you belong to an OSINT team, report it.
Keep track of movements and what the news is reporting. If conflicting information comes out,
perform your best analysis to deconflict the reporting.
– Crime. Post-SHTF/WROL, I expect crime to be rampant in some areas; uncontrollable, even,
especially in very urban places. The media will report crime waves and they’re worth tracking. Find
someone who likes to play chess and have him plot out crimes on a town map or on the dreaded
powerpoint. If you’re dealing with organized or associated crime, patterns might emerge. Use some
predictive analysis and aid law enforcement or have the local militia mount up to protect the populace.
You’ll score more points with a concerted effort resulting in stopping a crime spree than you will from
initiating attacks on the enemy. This goes back to public perception – if you can convince the public
that you’re capable of protecting them, you’re more likely to gain their continued support. But if you
violate that trust then you’ll reap the ‘reward’.
Scanners.
Get a police scanner and find someone who will listen. You should probably keep one in the TOC or
ACE anyway. Emergency services talk and when they do, the scanner reports. I read last year that
DHS ordered some encrypted radios… for what purpose they’d need them, only God and a few million
Patriots know. But not every law enforcement agency is going to have encrypted radios. Scanners are
a must have to keep the pulse of LE activity, for better or worse.
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Interwebs.
If your local teevee or radio station sends news alerts through email, have a member of the auxiliary
sign up. A news alert might go out through email before they get information out on air and a few
minutes could make a big difference. In the same vein, go get a Google account (don’t use it for email)
and sign up for daily news alerts as well. You might create alerts for “Anytown, USA” to be alerted
when your town makes the news. Or “Any County, USA” to get reports about the county. Or “Leeroy
Jenkins Gang” or “Anytown Police” or “Victoria’s Secret Supermodels” or whatever else your heart so
desires.
Lastly, Google is a great query tool. It crawls massive amounts of information (you know all this but
I’m building up to something), including photos. If the local militia is going to put out a Be-On-LookOut (BOLO) List for criminals or whomever, it’s going to be nice to have their photos. You might also
find photos of some other people you’re looking for… maybe folks who really dislike the Constitution
or criminals or people who aid unconstitutional regime or LE activities.
In a future article, we’ll cover using social media (Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.) as an intelligence
gathering tool. It’s just amazing how many soldiers, Marines, airmen, sailors and so-called
“intelligence professionals” have voluminous amounts of information about themselves on some of
these sites. Photos of themselves and family, names of family members, where they work, what they
do, who else they know, where they’ve been… it’s just insane. You know what it is? A foreign
intelligence treasure trove. So if you have any sensitive personal information about yourself
somewhere on a social media website, consider it already stolen but remove it just in case. In many
cases, the internet is forever.
Conclusion.
We covered three obvious open sources with some inconspicuous uses. If you know someone who’s
retired, has a ton of free time, and wants to make a worthwhile contribution to a resistance
organization… well, you know what to do. Set up your intelligence network now. There’s going to be
plenty of things to do once the SHTF and you’ll already want your ACE stood up and performing these
activities beforehand.

Analysis and Control Element Organization
I. The ACE Team
Good intelligence allows the commander to make informed, time-sensitive decisions, and use his finite
resources to maximum effect; he and his organization run the risk of mission failure without it.
Information is derived from a collection capacity, and formulated into intelligence through quality
analysis. The intelligence element, tasked with transforming information into intelligence and
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delivering it to the commander, plays a critical role. An organization involved in stability/support or
combat operations must have an intelligence element whether it’s one individual doing the best he or
she can, a small team of individuals, or an entire section of trained intelligence analysts. (Flow of
information.)
When configuring our intelligence element we divide efforts into two categories: collection and
analysis. (ACE & Collection Diagram.) The collectors – individuals gathering information of
intelligence value derived from Human Sources, Open Sources, Imagery and Signals, among others –
provide the lifeblood of the ACE: relevant information. Without that inflow of relevant information,
the ACE Team – and the rest of the organization by proxy – is flying blind. In lieu of active
intelligence collection, at a minimum your collectors should be monitoring Open Source Intelligence
(OSINT) information provided by news and media organizations and other reliable sources, where ever
they are found.
The second component of the intelligence element is the ACE itself, into which all information is
funneled. One analogy we can make is that intelligence collectors are the senses (sight, smell, hearing,
etc.); and the ACE is the brain. All the environmental stimuli collected from our senses are sent to the
brain and our brain compiles the data and figures out what’s going on. If we were to survey our OODA
(observe, orient, decide, act) loop and apply it to the intelligence cycle, we’d find that without
intelligence collection, we can’t observe; and without intelligence analysis, we can’t orient. Along the
lines of orienting ourselves to new and incoming information, the ACE Team’s primary responsibility is
to process and analyze that information, and turn it into valuable intelligence that the commander can
use for planning. This one responsibility, however, consists of many smaller tasks that must be
completed in order to achieve the end goal.
(Intelligence Cycle Diagram and explanation.)
The ACE is what’s called an “All-Source” organization. That literally means that it’s responsible for
analysis of information from all sources and from all intelligence disciplines – Human Intelligence
(HUMINT), Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), Imagery Intelligence
(IMINT), Measurements and Signatures Intelligence (MASINT), Technical Intelligence (TECHINT),
and others, depending on how loosely we define an “intelligence discipline.”
(Intelligence discipline graphics.)
HUMINT is derived from human sources, agents, detainees, the local populace, and friendly forces.
Develop basic source networks by getting out and talking to people. That’s a good start.
OSINT is derived from “open sources” like television, radio, newspapers, magazines, the web,
meetings and other open events. At least 80% of intelligence collected around the world is from
OSINT and it’s an intelligence discipline often overlooked. Let news outlets be among your
intelligence gatherers!
SIGINT is derived from cell phones, the internet, and radio frequencies. Monitoring radio traffic in
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your area will likely provide early warning of emergencies and other significant events.
IMINIT is derived from satellite and aerial photography. Use Google Earth, other imagery software or
equip a quadrocopter drone with an electro-optical sensor.
MASINT is derived from radar, acoustic, chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear sources.
TECHINT is derived from weapons, equipment and technology. Begin documenting weapons and
equipment you’re likely to see in the battlespace.
—
The ACE team’s primary functions include:
All-source analysis.
Be the brain. The ACE collates information from numerous sources; most of the time, it’s more
information than can be processed. Can the same information from two or more different sources
confirm or deny the others? For instance, can radio traffic (SIGINT) confirm or deny a neighbor’s
(HUMINT) or website’s (OSINT) information? Can an eye-witness account (HUMINT) confirm or
deny information being reported by the local or national news media (OSINT)?
Intelligence gaps.
What do you need to know but don’t? You’ve just identified an ‘intelligence gap’ – literally, a gap in
your intelligence holdings. We identify intelligence gaps as early and often as possible because it’s our
job as the ACE to know everything. Unfortunately, it’s impossible to know everything, so the next best
solution is to know where to find that information. But we can’t look for it if we don’t know that we
need it. Identifying intelligence gaps, then, is critical to developing Intelligence Requirements.
Intelligence requirements.
Intelligence requirements are derived from intelligence gaps. If we don’t know the strength or
disposition of enemy forces that just came into our AO, then we have a gap in our intelligence that we
need to fill. The commander sets his intelligence requirements based on current and future operations.
For instance, one requirement might be, When will the enemy attack? The ACE might use predictive
analysis to answer this question; they may task a source for early warning indicators; or they might use
an observation post to alert them when the unit mounts up and leaves the wire. It’s the ACE’s job to
find out anything the commander wants to know, and because our resources are finite, we develop and
prioritize Intelligence Requirements to direct the collection of the most important information first, and
least important information last.
Intelligence preparation of the battlefield.
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) is a critical step in understanding our AO. If we fail to
conduct a thorough IPB, or if we fail to update it as necessary, then we’re potentially setting ourselves
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up for failure. The ACE needs to understand the lay of the physical and human terrain, and conducting
IPB provides the best ‘bang for the buck’ there is. (You can find the IPB Overview here. If you’re
interested in becoming the intelligence element, you really need to read all five parts of the IPB series.)
Enemy situational template.
The enemy SITTEMP is little more than a map that shows the current disposition of enemy forces.
Let’s say that the enemy sets up camp in your town and your commander has directed you to give him
an enemy SITTEMP briefing every morning; maybe it’s twice a day. One thing we want to show him
is the current location of the enemy’s HQ. If we lack intelligence on a specific location, we might
initially estimate it by deriving from available intelligence reporting the densest volume of enemy
security forces. If we don’t know where it is, we don’t know. Estimates are generally acceptable
within 12-24 hours; anything after that and we’re going to want to nail something down. Additionally,
if that HQ moves, it may indicate a shift in forces or strategy, in which case we have another
intelligence gap – why did the HQ move? The second thing we’ll want to show is the location of other
units. If there are enemy units, we want them plotted on the map. If we observe or receive reporting of
enemy movement, we’ll want our enemy SITTEMP to reflect that as well. Enemy tactics and unit
locations change, and as they change they pose new threats and, hopefully, new vulnerabilities. If we
know through the SITTEMP that the enemy forces kit up at eight o’clock every morning, then we’re
going to exploit that. The enemy SITTEMP, a current and historical record of enemy movement and
disposition, enables that exploitation.
Targeting.
Targeting is a function of the ACE because the nature of warfare is to remove the enemy from the
battlefield. National-level intelligence agencies, along with the military, currently rely heavily on
targeting in foreign countries, especially through the use of drones. Targeting is oftentimes
intelligence-driven; that is, you receive actionable intelligence which initiates an operation against a
predesignated target. Using your superior knowledge of the battlefield, the physical and human terrain,
and enemy leaders and facilitators will enable you to select targets that will cause the maximum effects
in the battlespace. Leaders can be replaced, especially if the leader has mentored his junior officers.
We remove the facilitator, however, which includes the logistics chain, and we’ve completely changed
the enemy commander’s ballgame.
Chapter II. Getting your ACE in Gear: How to Organize Your Team
If there’s one thing upon which we can count, it’s that good people who are highly skilled at what they
do are always in short supply. Whereas the guerrilla unit’s primary mission is more or less direct
action; the ACE’s function is to be what we call an ‘enabler’. The ACE directs the collection of
information and analyzes it to better enable the resistance or guerrilla unit to target vulnerability and
exploit weakness. And for that, ACE members should have a wide range of skills. There are
individuals who may not be particularly suited for combat but they could be really great enablers.
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Post-SHTF, you’re going to have one of two problems: 1) There’s not going to be enough information;
or 2) there’s going to be too much information. The negative effects from both problems are going to
be mitigated by having a functional ACE.
Intelligence drives the fight. Such has been the case in Iraq and Afghanistan, where a piece of
actionable intelligence turns into a time-sensitive kill/capture mission. Our job as the ACE is to create
conditions whereby we are fed or simply acquire actionable intelligence and then facilitate the targeting
process upon receipt of that information. The opposite of targeting is force protection. As the ACE, we
should identify enemy attacks in the planning stages, so we can mitigate the risk from those threats, or
stop the threats altogether.
If we look at the ACE through the lens of any other organization, we’ll find that it’s always best to
assign individuals to the function for which they’re best suited. Not everybody at XYZ Corporation is
a good salesman. Not everyone at XYZ can be an accountant. We should treat the individuals that
comprise our ACE in the same manner. Not everyone is going to run HUMINT operations. Not
everyone is going to run Information Operations and not everyone is going to be an S2/Intelligence
Officer. The simplest tasks – processing incoming raw information so it can be easily consumed by an
analyst, for instance – are still very important jobs!
On my first deployment, I ended up getting TACON’d to a small task force. On Day One, I sat down
with the SGM and he asked me about my background and experience in order to find the best place for
me. He was a smart dude because not only did he assign me to the best mission that fit what I did; but I
came away with a sense of pride and responsibility because young PFC Sam Culper was assigned a
specific mission based on his abilities. And I’ll tell you what: that SGM got the best work out of me.
Treat your ACE team the same way. Identify their intrinsic motivation and let them excel at what they
do best. Don’t put your ACE team in a box.
The best ACE structure is cellular, with each member or cell of the ACE having its own lane. Instead
of having the entire ACE focus on one political issue, then jump to a military issue, then jump to a civil
issue; we’re going to create cells solely dedicated to one topic. ACE members become subject matter
experts and find a rhythm in what they do. In short, they become much more effective in a race car
than on a pogo stick. Each ACE is going to be scaled up or down depending on the size of its AO, so
this is a general guideline. A company (town or county) ACE is going to have essentially the same jobs
but with fewer people than a battalion or brigade ACE. Before we get into how we divide our
attention, the overall ACE structure is similar to any combat unit. There’s an S2 (Intelligence Officer)
or ACE Chief, and the ACE is his ship. He remains in contact with the commander, receives
developments from within the battlespace, and directs intelligence requirements, collection, and
analysis per the commander’s intent. The warfighters are the ACE’s customers and the ACE Chief gets
them the information they need to operate. Each team is taskable solely to the ACE Chief. Get your
guerrillas or community defense good intelligence and the world will spin properly.
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(ACE Organization graphic.)
The number and responsibilities of cells will vary with the mission. Here’s a guideline of cells and
their responsibilities. You can pick and choose which ones might fit your scenario.
– Regime/Politics Team. This team tracks the intent, activities and capabilities of the local, state or
federal regime within your Area of Interest (AI). (In this case, your AI may be your community,
county, state or region.) Political and military action will affect one another, and this team tracks that
relationship as necessary. If your mission becomes aiding state or local law enforcement organizations
(or elements of citizens or militia upholding Constitutional law), you”ll need someone to break down
and analyze what’s happening at a higher level. You’re going to want a dedicated analyst looking at the
regime’s political and military mission and intent. Is their mission changing? Is the regime looking at
not only arresting and replacing county sheriffs but also other elected officials? This cell is going to
lean heavily on OSINT reporting. This cell may be tasked with providing a daily update on what’s
going on at the federal level; where they’re taking criticism; how close they are to bending their policy
or if they appear to be strengthening their policy; if they appear to support more aggressive policies,
etc. What is the regime telegraphing today that we can expect to wind up in our AO tomorrow?
- Civil Team. Much like a Civil Affairs team, you’ll need to track and be involved in local affairs. A
great relationship with the populace pays big dividends, not only in their support of the security units,
but also in their refusal to cooperate with the regime. One issue that we incurred in Iraq and
Afghanistan is that whenever we (US/Coalition Forces) destroyed part of a building or home as a result
of collateral damage, we always tried to go back and offer to repair or pay for the damages (or, as was
often the case, those individuals would come to us). That was a necessary step in maintaining (or
trying to maintain) a good relationship with the populace. The problem got worse when Anti-Coalition
Forces fixed or payed for the damaged home before we had the opportunity to make things right.
That’s a good way to turn the populace against the Coalition because it exploits the Coalition’s apparent
inability or lack of consideration towards protecting the populace. So these are some of the
opportunities that the Civil Team identifies. The other duty of the Civil Team is to run some
Information Operations like Psychological Operations (PSYOP). Get creative and let the thinkers of
your team think outside the box. PSYOP might be a billboard reminding the populace to not aid
unconstitutional activity, or it might be a weekly or monthly newsletter published to show the good
things the local militia is doing. Maybe that includes pointing out that the militia arrested three
criminals, or that the militia was repairing a school, or built a playground. The Civil Team also needs
to identify the needs of the community. Nothing says more about a local militia than when they take
care of the least in their community. In fact, I believe that a local militia could create a lot of support
for themselves if they spent more time taking food to the shut-ins and elderly. In a postSHTF/Without-Rule-of-Law scenario, there are going to be a lot of needy people. The militia should
be involved in these kinds of things as they’re able, and the ACE Civil Team is going to be responsible
for formulating the strategy for distributing the militia’s civil attention; and then publicizing those
stories to the best of their ability. (Typically, the Civil Affairs/PSYOP team isn’t attached to the ACE
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but since there are no tactical PSYOP teams to attach to our non-existent Special Forces Groups, the
ACE is the only logical place for a Civil Affairs/PSYOP Team.)
- Anti-Constitutional Forces Team. For lack of a better term, I’m going to call the enemy ‘AntiConstitutional Forces’ (ACF) who are represented by enemy groups like criminals, “community
organizers”, thug law enforcement, pro-regime military, and other regime forces. Tasks for which this
cell is responsible include tracking the enemy and updating the Enemy SITTEMP to reflect their
current disposition and combat strength. It should also include conducting IPB tasks as necessary.
Ideally, the Enemy SITTEMP is going to be updated daily, unless enemy forces are involved in heavy
operations, in which case it might be updated more often. In addition to the SITTEMP, the ACF Team
also tracks all ACF raids/patrols/operations and plots them on a map. (“… find, know, and never lose
the enemy.”) From this, you might see a well-defined operations box (OPBOX) that shows the
boundaries of current ACF operations, from which you might find unit boundaries. Perhaps ‘A Co’
covers the east part of town into Main St; ‘B Co’ covers the west part of town; and ‘C Co’ covers south
of the interstate. We find these patterns and we exploit them. You’d be surprised how many insurgents
live in one AO, operate in another AO a mile away, and fall through the cracks between two different
units. That’s because those units aren’t sharing information. If these unit boundaries or boxes move
and another OPBOX/unit boundary pattern emerges, then operations have shifted. One thing you’re
looking for is a pattern shift. This is what I would call an early warning indicator. Also remember that
SALT/SALUTE (size, activity, location, unit, time, equipment) reports on the enemy are going to be
funneled through this team. SALT/SALUTE reports from the populace and OSINT are going to be
your bread and butter. I ‘d expect the daily SITTEMP (even if it doesn’t change) every morning.
Tracking the enemy’s capabilities, disposition, and movement within the battlespace is this team’s chief
task.
- HARC. The HUMINT Analysis and Requirements Cell (HARC) is heavily involved in HUMINT
operations. HUMINT reports are funneled through the HARC, where the cell sorts through them,
collects information of intelligence value, stores reports for later retrieval, and grades HUMINT
sources. Part of the HARC’s job is to check each report against other known information in order to
confirm or deny the source’s information. If a source’s information is often untrue, maybe the source
doesn’t have the placement and access we thought he had; maybe he’s creating information just to be
paid; or maybe he’s purposefully reporting false information. Aside from HUMINT Analysis, the
HARC also deals with requirements; that is, they direct HUMINT collection. The HARC creates
intelligence requirements to fill intelligence gaps. Maybe the ACE receives an OSINT or HUMINT
report about a new unit rotating into the AO. Immediately, we should work to confirm or deny this
information, and then we need to direct intelligence sources to report on this new requirement: Who is
this unit and who is its leadership? What kind of unit is it? What do they do? Do they have a history?
In this manner, the HARC is an absolutely critical piece of the HUMINT puzzle.
– OSINT Team. The OSINT Team is responsible for data mining and analysis. This team’s
responsibilities include monitoring local television and radio stations for information, and conducting
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research to answer intelligence requirements. Remember that OSINT can and should be used to
corroborate HUMINT source information. Chances are good that when important news breaks, it will
appear on the radio before all other mediums. Be sure to record all pertinent information for later
review.
– SIGINT Team. No one expects you to develop the technology and skills of the NSA, however, those
who do nothing to develop their signals intercept or monitoring capabilities will do so at their own
peril. The SIGINT Team should monitor local law enforcement and emergency radio traffic. These
feeds should be recorded, transmitters and receivers should be identified (call sign or voice
recognition), and conversations should be transcribed for inclusion into All-Source analysis. Perhaps
emergency radio traffic will fill in a piece of the puzzle that HUMINT or OSINT left behind.
- Special Projects Team. Special Projects is an umbrella cell that’s going to be involved in one thing:
planning and directing or executing sensitive exploitation. This cell is going to be involved in
Targeting; Information Operations like deception, electronic warfare, and operational security;
counterintelligence; and covert or clandestine special technical operations (STO). These operations are
highly sensitive and need to be highly compartmentalized. Need to know is an understatement; these
are special access programs. Very, very few should be privy to this information, both for plausible
dependability and to maintain program integrity and secrecy. This team is where very creative people
excel. If there are no team members with direct experience in exploitation, it’s best that you are very
judicial in what activities you engage in. In that case, keep the SP Team involved in vetting potential
members, identifying possible leaks, planning disinformation campaigns (or working with the PSYOP
cell members to produce gray or black propaganda), and improving security (“think like the wolf”).
This is by no means an exhaustive list, but if you can staff these cells, when and if necessary, you’ll be
well on your way to running a functional ACE. It may be the case that you have three people on your
ACE team, in which case ACE members may need to wear multiple hats. There are a ton of
possibilities on how to run an ACE and where to put it but the ACE is the one part of the resistance
organization that can’t be compromised. Additionally, a three-man ACE has distinct advantages and
disadvantages. Its advantage is that there aren’t many people who know its location and therefore the
risk of compromise is reduced (by the numbers, at least; not necessarily by activities outside the ACE).
On the other hand, a three man ACE may not be able to do all the work as well as five or more people,
so use your best judgement. These seven teams are only a guideline representing what I would do.
Maybe your situation will dictate that you do things differently.

The Role of the ACE in Signals Monitoring
On Tuesday, we had “Sparks” (Signal Corps Blog) on the FO Podcast. Sparks took us through the
steps of monitoring local communications through a radio or scanner, and why it’s important. This type
of collection is called Communications Intelligence (COMINT). I wanted to take this opportunity to
explain the relationship between COMINT collection and Intelligence Analysis.
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First, all collection is based off Intelligence Requirements. These are the things we need to know in
order to complete the mission, whether that’s home/base defense, clearing and holding an objective, or
an invasion. These Intelligence Requirements as based off intelligence gaps. For example, your first
Intelligence gaps might be that you don’t know what frequencies police, fire fighter, and other
emergency services use. So we take that gap and turn it into a requirement, which is simply a question
or a statement. It doesn’t really matter which one you use.
What are the radio frequencies that emergency services use to communicate?
Identify the radio frequencies that emergency services use to communicate.
Another good example would be, what call-sign is Bravo31. To whom does it belong; who is
transmitting using that name? We’ve identified another intelligence gap, so our requirement could be:
“Which entity uses the call-sign Bravo31?”. We use intelligence requirements to direct collection,
otherwise, we run the risk of collection useless information. All collection is based on these
requirements, so it’s imperative that these requirements are specific and asking the questions you want
answered.
And who generates the Intelligence Requirements? The Analysis & Control Element (ACE)! Missions
are handed down from the commanders, and then the ACE really is in the driver’s seat. Intelligence
drives the fight, as they say, and it’s absolutely true. The ACE plays a critical mission for the
organization. Missions simply wouldn’t be effective without them. It’s the brain of the organization,
so to speak.
Once the ACE publishes these requirements, they’re pushed out to Intelligence collectors; in this case,
to the Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) or COMINT collectors. They monitor the communications in the
Area of Operations (AO), constantly scanning and listening for any information that could answer one
of the requirements they’ve been given.
Once that information has been collected, it’s reported back to the ACE where it’s compiled into
intelligence. This intelligence information is the lifeblood of the ACE. No intelligence information, no
intelligence.
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I’d like to thank Sparks again for coming on the FO Podcast. In the meantime, if you have any other
questions for him regarding COMINT/SIGINT or communications, please forward them to podcast (at)
readfomag.com. We’ll ask Sparks your questions the next time he comes on the show.

Intelligence requirements.
Discussions of intelligence collection should revolve around the understanding that all collection is
directed. That is, your ‘control’ – in this case, the Analysis and Control Element (ACE) that everyone
should be building – directs your collection efforts through intelligence requirements. These are
requirements… you are required to answer them as a part of a grand strategy to analyze the threat or
operating environment, or plan for future operations. Requirements are generated from higher, almost
always as part of the commander’s intent (protecting the populace while ridding the AO of gang
elements, for example). As an intelligence collector, you are a taskable element being tasked by the
ACE. Be intimately familiar with the ACE’s intelligence requirements so that you can answer them.
Under the heading of intelligence requirements, we differentiate between Primary Intelligence
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Requirements (PIR) – the things we need to know yesterday – and all other intelligence requirements.
PIRs should reflect the commander’s critical information requirements (CCIR) which, as the name
implies, are pieces of information the commander considers to be critical. PIRs should receive priority
attention because they are our primary requirements.
For instance, our PIRs and IRs might look something like this:
PIR 1: What threats exist in our AO?
PIR 2: What threat activities occur in our AO?
PIR 3: What targets are the threats likely to attack?
IR 1: Define the threat operational tempo.
IR 2: What is the strength and disposition of the Leroy Jenkins Gang?
IR 3: Identify the leadership of the Leroy Jenkins Gang.
IR 4: Identify the facilitation/logistical networks of the Leroy Jenkins Gang.
IR 5: What locations are associated with the Leroy Jenkins Gang?
So on and so forth. These are our requirements that we must answer through collection, whether it be
Human Intelligence (HUMINT – including surveillance and reconnaissance) or Open Source
Intelligence (OSINT), or whatever other means are available.
We can think of intelligence requirements as goals, and generating requirements as goal setting. We
set goals to gather information, and then we achieve them.
Generation.
An intelligence requirement is an intelligence gap. We identify a piece of information that we don’t
have, or a question that we can’t answer – literally, a gap in our intelligence – and then the ACE
generates an intelligence requirement for it. For instance, in a post-SHTF scenario, one intelligence
requirement might be, What threats exist in our AO? If you’re new to generating intelligence
requirements for your AO, then that would probably be a good example of a PIR. Intelligence
requirements should aks a question, or identify a specific piece of information. (What are the threats in
our AO, or Identify the threats in our AO.)
In this case, the requirement meets our four criteria:
- Necessity. Is our intelligence requirement necessary? Yes, it’s necessary because these elements pose
a threat to our security and livelihoods. Identifying what they eat for breakfast is not a necessity, unless
they’re eating Wheaties. In that case, I’d want to know so I can heighten our security. Remember: all
our intelligence requirements compete for a limited amount of time and resources. Time spent
collecting one piece of information is time spent not collecting another. If an intelligence requirement
is not a necessity then scrap it. You likely won’t have the time or resources to answer it, anyway.
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- Feasibility. Can we feasibly collect this information? Yes, we can feasibly identify the threats that
exist in our AO. They may be gang or criminal elements, or corrupt law enforcement (and maybe
both). Feasibility isn’t just what’s technically possible; it’s what’s possible according to your collection
capabilities. Yes, it’s technically possible to identify what the gang leader ate for breakfast, but it’s not
likely to be feasible considering your limited capabilities.
- Timeliness. Is our intelligence requirement timely? Yes, identifying threats in our AO is an enduring
requirement that we must continually seek to answer. If we’re planning a reconnaissance patrol on
Monday ten clicks north of town, then the intelligence requirement is useless on Tuesday. The ACE
should be included in future operations planning for the express purpose of two things: providing IPB
and mission/threat analysis, and for generating intelligence requirements to inform the commander of
pertinent information.
– Specificity. Is our intelligence requirement specific? Yes, our requirement is specific because it’s
limited to our AO. Aksing When will the enemy attack and where? offers two very vague questions and
isn’t an ideal intelligence requirement. It’s not very specific, and much harder to answer. We want our
requirements to be answered with satisfactory information, so we must make them easier to answer.
Intelligence requirements should continually be reviewed in the context of our criteria. If the
requirement doesn’t meet our criteria, then it needs to be updated, refined, or removed.
Management.
You may generate only a few intelligence requirements, or you may generate dozens depending on
your optempo and AO, among other factors. We need a way to organize our requirements, and manage
the information collected that satisfies our requirements.
What I propose are two very simple methods.
- Enumeration. Perhaps the easiest way to track our requirements are to simply number them. This
method works best when dealing with fewer requirements. PIR #1, PIR #2, PIR #3, PIR #4, and IR#5,
IR# 6, etc. Intelligence collectors, when sending up information, should identify which requirements
have been satisfied by the collected information. This can be accomplished as easily as writing each
answered requirement in parentheses at the end of each paragraph of information.
EXAMPLE: According to Source A, the Leeroy Jenkins Gang (LJG) moved into town during late
August 2013. The LJG uses two primary locations. 123 Main Street is used as a headquarters, and 456
Commercial Avenue is used both as a meeting place and drug distribution center. (PIR#1, IR#5)
- Nomenclature. When dealing with a larger list of intelligence requirements, it may be helpful to
assign both a digraph and number. (A digraph is a set of two letters.) For instance, if you’re interested
in corruption among law enforcement organizations, your requirement might be named “LC1000″. L
stands for law enforcement, and C stands for corruption. LC1000 is a series that might refer to the top
level of an organization, whereas LC2000 is the series reserved for middle management, followed by
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LC3000 which represents low level officers. Or you may use LC1000 for all law enforcement
corruption-related information. You can be as specific or general as you’d like with your
requirements. DA might stand for Drug Activity so DA1000 might refer to drug dealing, DA2000
might refer to drug trafficking, and DA3000 might refer to the manufacture of drugs (or DA could refer
to all drug activity information). In any case, label your requirements in a way that both the ACE and
collectors can easily identify. The reason I’d consider using a 1000 series instead of just a 1 is to break
down the requirement further. Our requirement might be, Identify all drug activity within the AO. If
there’s a considerable amount of information collected, then searching all the information will be made
more difficult by throwing it all into one big pot. I’m partial to smaller pots so when I need to look up
information about the Chief of Police, then I know exactly the requirement I want: DA1000. Taking
our 1000 series one step further, DA1000 might be a catch-all whereas DA1001 is directly associated
with the Chief of Police, DA1002 is associated with the Deputy Chief of Police, and DA1003 is
directly associated with the top level support staff (Chief’s secretary, administration, etc.).
EXAMPLE: According to the Source A, the Leeroy Jenkins Gang (LJG) moved into town during late
August 2013. The LJG uses two primary locations. 123 Main Street is used as a headquarters, and 456
Commercial Avenue is used both as a meeting place and drug distribution center. (DA1000, DA2000)
EXAMPLE #2: According to the Source B, Deputy Barney Fife accepts bribes from drug dealers
associated with the LJG. Deputy Fife receives a monthly fee of $500, and 7% of all drug profits. In
return for the bribes, Deputy Fife allows the LJG to traffic drugs unimpeded, and use of a unmarked
police cruiser. Deputy Fife collects the bribe money each month from a LJG distribution center at 456
Commercial Avenue. (LC2000, DA1000, DA2000)
Conclusion.
Intelligence requirements are a critical component of intelligence collection. Identify the types of
information you want to know, and then generate intelligence requirements based off these intelligence
gaps. This is a relatively simple process that can be as complex and difficult to navigate as you want to
make it. Just remember that we want to be both thorough and efficient, so identify the way that works
best for you. Efficiency without thoroughness leads to lacking information; thoroughness without
efficiency leads to wasted time in analysis.
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Intelligence Preparation of the Community
Overview
FM 34-130 was the foundation of my Army schoolhouse training and it holds a dear place in my heart.
Of course, we learned Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) on a Soviet-style adversary; and
although that model is largely outdated, the principles of IPB are still very applicable in a myriad of
scenarios – for our purposes, that of your community and its surrounding areas.
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield is a critical step in gaining an expert knowledge of your
community, its terrain and demographic features, and how they affect your defensive operations or
activities. While gaining an understanding of IPB and its tenets, and applying it to your Community
Defense Framework is going to require some brainpower; in the end, you’ll come away with a much
better plan to defend your community from whatever adversary you encounter.
Before I go further, please understand that this is an overview of this process. In future posts, I’ll go
into more detail for each step. If you have any questions along the way, please fire away and I’ll
answer the best I can. If you’d like to go into great detail with regard to your community and situation,
I’m available for consulting and training.
Let’s get started with a good understanding of exactly what IPB is. FM 34-130’s Introduction sums it
up well:
IPB is a systematic, continuous process of analyzing the threat and environment in a
specific geographic area. It is designed to support… military decision making.
IPB is a continuous process which consists of four steps which you perform each time you
conduct IPB:
– Define the battlefield environment.
– Describe the battlefield’s effects.
– Evaluate the threat.
– Determine threat Courses of Action (CoA).
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield is extremely important for battlefield commanders so they
can understand the the battlespace and operating environment. The same can be said with you – and
maybe you’re not defending your community (or maybe you will have to); but you might have to
defend the immediate area around your home or your retreat location. We’re going to go through each
of these steps and I’m going to offer you some examples – some that I saw in Iraq and Afghanistan and
others that I observe around the areas where I grew up and where I live now.
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To some degree, every member of every organization will need to conduct IPB. Just like in chess or
checkers, you’ll want to anticipate the moves your adversary makes. Is the local gang more prone to
quick hit and run attacks to attrit their victims or are they more interested in sustained, clearing attacks
followed by looting? Do they take the path of least resistance, move only by night, have overwhelming
firepower, or are mounted in vehicles? Where is the adversary most likely to advance and where will
he have cover from your line of sight or fire? Is the physical terrain around my home more
advantageous to me or to an advancing force? Is the human terrain an asset to the enemy or an addition
to my prepared defenses? These are all questions we need to answer.
The military has its own doctrine and so do many of its nation-state adversaries. For instance, through
the study adversaries’ Orders of Battle and previous engagements, intelligence collection, and IPB, we
could have a good idea of how that particular adversary would operate and where they’d most likely
position their assets in any potential future conflict. One contemporary version of warfare – fourth
generation warfare; decentralized terrorism and insurgency – is a much different animal than the
conventional doctrine of force-on-force threats; and it’s what I see at the most likely future threat. We
use IPB to define that animal, its tendencies, and its potential courses of action; and through “facts and
assumptions” we draw up the most likely adversarial plan of attack. The IPB process allows us to
define avenues of approach and engagement zones / kill boxes.
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield also allows us to direct intelligence collection to fill
intelligence gaps. What are the “known unknowns” of our enemy – what weapons do they employ, do
they have four wheel drive vehicles, what is their maximum rate of speed and vehicle capacity, etc.?
All these things are pieces of information we need to collect and these gaps are identified through
completing the IPB process.
Of course, as von Moltke noted, “No battle plan survives contact with the enemy.” That’s why it’s
imperative to update our IPB as the environment changes or the scenario evolves in order to be as
accurate as possible. Maybe a tree is cut down and it now opens line of site to your home. Maybe a
new building, barn, or storage shed is built and it now provides concealment, for better or worse. Any
number of things could change, affecting our AO and we must be observant and proactive in updating
our IPB. This isn’t to say that an up-to-the-minute IPB overlay is going to alleviate the chaos of battle
but a completing the IPB process is going to guard against surprises.
Here are the steps, in order, that we’ll cover.
Define the battlefield environment.
We are presented with three basic steps in order to define our battlefield environment. We read that the
intelligence element (in this case the G2/S2):
- Identifies characteristics of the battlefield which will influence friendly and threat
operations.
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– Establishes the limits of the area of interest (AI).
– Identifies gaps in current intelligence holdings.
Describe the battlefield’s effects.
Here we’ll describe the characteristics of your area of operations (AO) and the AI, and how they will
affect your operations or activities as well as those of your adversaries. In this step, we’ll cover:
- Population status overlay.
– Overlays that depict the military aspects and effects of terrain.
– Weather analysis matrix.
– Integrated products such as modified combined obstacle overlays (MCOOs).
Evaluate the threat.
The intelligence element will analyze the threat – be they local gangs, privateering thugs, or roving
bands of thieves/looters.
When facing a well-known threat, the [intelligence element] can rely on his historical data
bases and well developed threat models. When operating against a new or less well-known
threat, [the intelligence element] may need to develop his intelligence data bases and threat
models concurrently.
The bottom line is, Who is your adversary? Answer this question based on your observations, your
expectations, information from the previous step, and other facts and assumptions. Find, Know, and
Never Lose The Enemy. This step will likely generate a whole host of intelligence gaps; some that
you’ll be able to fill and some you won’t. If this doesn’t generate any intelligence gaps then you’re not
doing it right.
Determine Threat CoAs.
Here we wrap up all our findings of the previous steps and combine them to answer the question, What
is the most likely target(s) of our adversary, where will he advance, and how will he attack? These
Enemy Courses of Action will include the Most Likely (MLCOA) and the Most Dangerous
(MDCOA). Every battlefield commander wants to know the answers to these questions and, as the
intelligence element, our job is to answer these questions. We need to be timely, accurate, and
comprehensive. The consequences of being late, inaccurate, or lacking can be devastating. In the
words of one of my former warrant officers, “You don’t always have to be right, but you can never be
dead wrong.” Dead wrong gets folks killed.
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Overview Conclusion.
In the next post, I’ll cover how we go about defining the battlefield environment. In order to do this
with the most effect, you’ll need a good topographical map (1:24k will suffice in most cases), along
with a few hi-def photocopies, and some markers. Typically, we use red for the enemy, blue for our
friendly forces, and black for terrain.
Conducting IPB should be a critical part of your Community Defense Framework so I hope you’ll
continue following along in this series. If you have any questions or comments, please leave them
below and I will respond as best I can.

Intelligence Preparation of the Community
Defining the Battlefield Environment
Define the Battlefield Environment: Introduction
First, let me start by quoting FM 34-130 on the “consequences of failure” of IPB being untimely,
inaccurate, or lacking:
… failure to identify all the relevant characteristics may lead to the command’s surprise and
unpreparedness when some overlooked feature of the battlefield exerts an influence on
success of the command’s mission.
In short, possible mission failure; dislocation from your home, community, or retreat locale. We want
to avoid any physical or human terrain feature from surprising and “exerting influence” on our success
and the best way to avoid that is to account for them all beforehand.
For the purposes of conducting IPB, I’m going to use a topo map of a small community. It’s mostly
surrounded by trees and hills, and has restrictive paved roads for entry zones (aside from aerial entry).
It has a lot of terrain features, some very well-marked mobility corridors, easily recognizable choke
points, and relatively few avenues of approach. It’s not a bad place to defend. Let’s get started.
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Identify significant characteristics of the environment.
What’s special about your community or retreat locale? What are the geographical features? Lots of
hills, a few hills large enough for spurs and draws (see Terrain Features)? Are there bodies of water
like lakes or rivers? Ask yourself these types of questions and form a list (identified on the map or your
knowledge of the area). Next, go through this list and annotate the features that are likely to influence
an adversary, a looter, or any other threat. If your adversary has to go around a lake or take a bridge
across a river, then it’s a significant feature. Are there terrain features around your home and, if so,
what are they?
What are the demographics of your area? Is it nearly homogenous or is it mixed? Think race and
economics. Are there (and this is reality, folks) types of people or behavior that would be odd to see in
your community? Would it be odd to see a Mercedes Benz drive down your street? How about a
redneck-looking monster truck? Would it be odd to see someone or a group of people wearing baggy
clothing? How about people in a button-up, slacks, and loafers? It might be just as odd to see a white
person in an all-black neighborhood as it would be seeing a black in an all-white neighborhood. The
same could be said for Asian and Hispanic neighborhoods. You’re not a “racist” if you make this
observation; you’re a realist. This is reality in many towns across America. If a catastrophic event
occurs, dislocation will be a reality and race is nearly the easiest observation you can make.
Along the lines of demographics, are there large amounts of religious folks? How about gangs? These
are all the qualitative characteristics that we need to account for. Areas with gangs will be predisposed
to violence, automatically. Areas without gangs might be insulated from violence, but if you see gangs
move into your community, you should update your IPB.
Is there a lot of economic activity and traffic? Are there government buildings, schools, or churches?
Are there “targets” nearby that would be considered both valuable and “soft”? Are there cell towers,
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transfer stations, garbage dumps, electrical plants, etc? Are there railroads, subways, or bus lines? Are
there plenty of roads or just a few? Is there a nearby interstate or major highway with lots of traffic?
Finally, what’s the security forces apparatus like? Do you live near a police station? Are there city
police or a sheriff’s department? Are there problems with corruption or are they pretty squared away?
Do they regularly abuse their authority and violate official policies or do they use common sense and
treat everyone with dignity and respect? In short, are they an asset, a liability, or a potential threat?
Any of these questions you cannot answer, write down as an “intelligence gap” and we’ll cover it later.

Identify the limits of the command’s AO and battle space.
Your Area of Operations (AO) is going to be where you’re willing or able to travel in order to defend
your home or community. If you’re doing IPB on just your home on one acre, then maybe you’ll
extend your AO out to a kilometer or half a mile (they’re not equal; I’m just using them as an example
distance). Maybe just as long as you can accurately shoot – a few hundred yards. If you’re defending a
community or a group of homes, maybe extend your AO out to a few kilometers or miles. You judge
the right size but just remember that if you can see it or be shot at from it, it should probably be in your
AO.
On your topo map (you might even want to use geographical features such as hills or bodies of water as
boundaries) draw out the limit of your AO. You will become an expert at everything inside this box (or
whatever shape it is; the simpler the better, within reason). The geography, the ranges, the people, the
structures, the infrastructure – this is your battlespace and you are the commander. If and when the
need arises, you will want to “dominate” this battlespace like your family’s lives depend on it.
* FM 34-130 differentiates between the AO and the battlespace. Typically, the AO is for a specific
operation while the battlespace is all the ground you own. You might not be conducting active
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operations in every part of your battlespace; you might only be conducting an operation in one small
village. We’re concerned with defensive operations, so I use AO and battlespace interchangeably here
for the sake of simplicity.
Establish the limits of the AI.
Your Area of Interest (AI) is going to be larger than your AO. If you live on a country road, your AI
might include nearby interstates or highways even though you can’t see or reach them. In a
catastrophic event, what travels down that interstate or highway might be more important than what
happens right outside your home.
Similarly, if your town is relatively safe but a neighboring town has a problem with organized or
violent crime, you’ll want to include it in your AI. If they experience a large amount of attacks that
suddenly decrease, then maybe criminals have stopped attacking — or maybe they’re moving to your
town. This is going to affect your AO, so it’s of potentially grave interest to you.
Identify the amount of detail required and feasible within the time available for IPB.
What kind of detail do we need in our IPB plan? Are you conducting IPB to help you form indicators
that will trigger your movement to your retreat locale, or is your home your retreat locale? After
conducting IPB you may find that your home is indefensible; but you may also learn from IPB that
there are defensive improvements you can make. You can only get from the IPB process what you put
into it so be thorough.
What are your time limitations? The intelligence element may have as little as a few hours (or shorter!)
to conduct IPB on an area ahead of an upcoming operation of a very time sensitive nature. Other times
there could be weeks or longer to complete IPB. For us, the sooner we complete IPB the better.
Evaluate existing data bases and identify intelligence gaps.
I previously discussed a little about Order of Battle and the study of previous engagements. We have
that information because we collected it from garrisons and the battlefield; and then we stored that
information in an intelligence database. You don’t necessarily need your own intelligence databases
and data mining platform, but you do need to consider the characteristics of your potential adversary.
As far as existing data bases go, Google is a great tool. If the area in which you live already has a gang
problem (maybe you’re already familiar with it), just do a search of “gang(s)” and “your town”. You
might run across news articles (the civilian intelligence information report!), blog posts, videos, or
other mediums from which you can collect and analyze information.
Another great tool to utilize is www.crimereports.com or one of the other websites like it. Just type in
your address or zip code and you’ll be able to see crime activity and statistics in your area. This is not
at all unlike how we track insurgent activity in Iraq and Afghanistan. If information is incomplete,
utilize other resources. Another good source could be your local police department. Ask a detective
about crime trends or if local gangs and tactics, techniques, and procedures are migrating. Maybe your
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town or part of town doesn’t have a problem with violent crime but maybe those organizations that
conduct violent crime are slowly expanding their turf or “shifting fire” to avoid an area saturated with
law enforcement. Their next target could be your own neighborhood.
An intelligence gap is simply information that you’d like to have but don’t. You may not need to know
who the criminals or adversaries are but you’d like to know what weapons they have, what vehicles
they drive, and the types of targets they hit. Another intelligence gap you might want to fill is, from
what points around my home can someone see my home? Where does your adversary have an
unobstructed field of view or fire, and where do you have obstructed field of view or fire? Is there an
area difficult for you to see but perfect for someone else to view you?
Consider the structures around your home. What can your neighbors see? Are your neighbors an asset
or liability? If an asset, would they be willing or able to provide support during a time of crisis?
How many minutes does it take to walk from the highway to your home? To drive it? If you received
a phone call from a friend down the street who said that a mob was coming through, how much time do
you realistically have before they are on your front door step?
Maybe these scenarios are extreme but some Americans – someone, somewhere – might have to deal
with the Golden Horde, tribal warfare, thieving masses, or looters. If you’re like me and you have an
almost zero percent chance of the Golden Horde in your backyard, then maybe you prioritize your time
a little differently.
Collect the material and intelligence required to conduct the remainder of IPB.
Here we take the questions we couldn’t answer from the previous step and answer them.
Get out and walk around. View your home or retreat location from multiple angles. What do you see?
For other intelligence gaps, utilize some of those intelligence databases discussed during the last step.
Use good OPSEC but talk to people.
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Intelligence Preparation of the Community
Describing the Battlefield's Effects

1:24k topographical map. Get one of your area. Find significant terrain features (hills, water, bridges,
etc.). In this step, we analyze those terrain features and integrate that analysis with our mission
statement: the defense of your community and home.
Describe the Battlefield’s Effects.
First, let’s start with the desired end effect, per FM 34-130:
Identify how the battlefield environment influences the operations and COAs of threat and
friendly forces.
The consequences of failure are:
The commander will fail to exploit the opportunities that the environment provides. The
threat will find and exploit opportunities in a manner the command did not anticipate.
Our goals are to take the terrain features and human factors we identified in the last step into
consideration with our mission statement. For the purposes of this series, our mission statement is the
larger Community Defense Framework. Describing the battlefield’s effects is purely an analytical step
so we should have a complete picture of our operating environment before we describe the battlefield’s
effects.
Analyze the battlefield environment.
In an exercise or real world scenario, we’d calculate grades of slopes and delve into some charts to see
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which tracked and wheeled vehicles would be able to traverse the terrain in question. For instance, not
even four wheeled drive vehicles would be able to drive up the hills shown on our map. I know this
because I know the terrain personally and you would make the same distinction in terrain of your own
community.
The best terrain analysis is based on a reconnaissance of the AO and AI. Identify gaps in
knowledge of the terrain which a map analysis cannot satisfy.
Mobility corridors.

We can therefore rule out that vehicles would be able to catch us by surprise by driving over those hills
– they’re too steep to traverse. Similarly, we know that vehicles won’t be driving through a dense
forest without a road. Be sure to do an eyes-on reconnaissance of these areas and find both man-made
and natural obstacles. Man-made obstacles would include fences and walls, irrigation and drainage
ditches, small ponds not shown on maps, or buildings not shown on maps. Be sure to plot obstacles on
your map if they aren’t shown. By ruling out these types of areas for mounted travel, we can focus on
identifying most likely avenues of approach (AA) – typically roads. Be sure to mark roads, both paved
and unpaved, on your map. We assess likely AAs based on what are called, ‘mobility corridors’. We
find mobility corridors by identifying areas where a mounted (vehicle) adversary cannot advance. I’ve
shaded over areas non-permissive to a mounted adversary, which include all our steep hills; as well as a
marsh area, which is marked in blue.
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That leaves me with some pretty clear cut areas where our mounted enemy can advance, along with
roads which are the most obvious and most likely avenues of approach. In short, anywhere there’s a
road is also a mobility corridor. For the sake of marking our mobility corridors, I’ve included brackets
on our map.
If your enemy is on foot (dismounted), then this gets a little more difficult. Consider your entire area,
anything short of vertical cliffs or large bodies of water, as being virtually entirely permissible to
dismounted adversaries. Even then, where there’s a will, there’s a way. During a scenario where 24/7
security is required (such as where roving thugs or looters are near), you’d probably want to have
overhead assets (UAVs, or “drones”) and a static observation post (we’ll cover these in another post).
In the our scenario, dismounted adversaries could approach from nearly any direction but it would be a
heck of a hike.
You might be thinking that this is terribly self-explanatory but keep in mind that I chose this map
because of it’s simplicity and straight-forwardness. Maps of your community could be more difficult
for conducting the IPB process. If at any point you have questions or need clarifications, I’m just an
email or comment away.
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Choke points and engagement areas.

Before we get to identifying AAs, I want to touch a little on choke points. Choke points are areas
where mobility is… choked. These include bridges – you clog up traffic or create an obstacle on a
bridge and you stop movement across. Be sure that nearby choke points are well within your AI.
Should you need to stop and destroy an approaching adversary, a choke point is a great place for an
ambush. Another choke point on our map is a canyon or canalized area. A canyon is also excellent
ambush terrain, especially if you build fighting positions behind cover and above your target.
Rearward or forward, there are only two ways to move. If you restrict an adversary’s mobility in one
direction and force him to fight through an ambush, you will severely degrade his survivability.
I’ve circled a few of the choke points I could identify from memory or map reading. The smaller circles
represent bridges and the larger ovals represent canalized or canyon choke points. The map of your
community, upon having completed these steps, is going to be a great reference for teaching others in
the community about what we’re trying to do with the IPB process and Community Defense
Framework.
Before we move on to AAs, if there are no choke points in your community then consider what you can
do to build choke points. I’ll cover this topic in a separate post as well.
If there’s one thing we know, it’s that we’d rather engage our adversaries outside of our community,
before they can get there. When analyzing choke points and engagement areas, keep in mind how the
terrain affects those areas. Choke points are generally good engagement areas but engagement areas
don’t necessarily have to be choke points. I’ll cover engagement areas in a separate post.
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Avenues of Approach.

Finally we get to identifying AAs. Much of this step depends on your understanding and expectations
of your adversary. Typically, unless there’s only one feasible way in or out of your AI, it’s better to
have more than one AA plotted on your map. I plotted three – really, the only three ways into town. In
addition, I’ve assigned a number to each AA, representing the likelihood of that AA being used; one
being the first most likely.
In order to analyze and commit to ranking each AA’s likelihood, first answer from where your
adversary is coming. If you live to the west of a large city, then your adversaries in a SHTF scenario
would probably be coming from the west; so mark that AA number one. If there’s nothing for 200
miles to the north, you might make that AA the last likely. You know your area best so only you can
make that determination. One final note on ranking AAs, here in the mountain west many of these
passes are going to be snowed over – or roads will be just plain closed – in the winter months. This
makes travel to the grocery store difficult, much less to town through a mountain pass. Your AA
likelihood could very well change depending on the season (unless you live in a place where winter has
a negligible effect on everything).
AA#1: A ways to the south is an interstate. Although this town has a virtually zero percent chance of
being overrun (or even approached) by looters or mobs, if you take that interstate and merge onto
another interstate, several hours later you’ll arrive at a major metropolitan area. With the exception of
a canyon with a moderate grade, there are no mountain passes and outside of that canyon, there are no
choke points.
AA#2: The area’s largest mountain pass is to the west of town. It’s a drive and a half, even in the
summer. Beyond that pass is a group of smaller farming communities and a city of around 50,000
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folks. I could rate this as the most likely, except the mountain pass is a major deterrent and the areas to
the west of that city is a lot more permissible to mobility. In short, our scenario town is the path of
most resistance.
AA#3: There is literally nothing in the way of population for the next 200 miles. There would be little
to no reason for a moving adversary to approach from that direction.
Once you’ve identified all possible AAs, it’s helpful to get another perspective. An analysis of
competing hypotheses (re: opposing viewpoints) could turn up intelligence gaps that would cause you
to reconsider your analysis.
FM 34-130 also calls for a weather analysis to be done. With the exception of how winter snow could
affect AAs, I don’t feel that weather is a great factor in IPB for the Community Defense Framework.

Intelligence Preparation of the Community
Evaluate the Threat
Evaluating the threat is probably my favorite part of conducting Intelligence Preparation of the
Battlefield (IPB). Evaluate the Threat really lets your mind wander and consider all the possibilities of
threat force employment. It’s a leave no stone unturned kind of exercise in a thinking man’s war. If
you don’t have a philosophical warfighter in your tribe, get one!
The Military Intelligence Creed states that the philosophical warfighter is
Always at silent war, while ready for a shooting war; the silent warrior of the Army team.
IPB is the first task of silent war so let’s get started.
Our goal in this step is to determine the threat force capability by identifying established doctrine,
tendencies, order of battle, and organization of the adversary. The consequence of failure is
The threat will surprise the friendly force with capabilities that the [intelligence element]
failed to account for.
Create Threat Models.
Threat models are simply organizing the qualities we know about the enemy, how they think, how they
act, and how they respond to friendly force activity. We previously discussed enemy ‘doctrine’ – or, the
collection of previous known enemy actions and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP).
Knowledge of enemy doctrine is critical in developing accurate threat models.
For instance, we follow reports from our intelligence collectors – police reports, local news outlets, or
the grapevine – and we learn that around 10-15 individuals are being led by a man named Leroy
Jenkins. This gang uses assault rifles in a neighboring town to rob homes with two car garages. (In a
later post, I’ll cover how to grade sources on reliability. Sources with higher grades are going to be
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more trustworthy and should have a greater weighting when considering new information.) Now we
have a really good start to creating a threat model. The first thing I would do is name this group. In
this scenario, they’re going to be the Leroy Jenkins Gang (LJG). If the future of gang warfare is
anything like Iraq and Afghanistan, get ready to name gangs (cells or insurgent groups) and track
them. If they split into separate groups, be proactive and delineate them in your records. (These steps
are going to be the same whether you’re just fending off ‘zombies’ or in the event you find yourself
under stormtrooper occupation.) Please trust me when I say that this effort is worth your time! When
it comes to dealing with or defending from these groups, having a knowledge of your adversary is
going to be critical whether you deter, navigate, or simply destroy the threat.
You’ll want to start a database and record this information. To evaluate the threat we must find, know,
and never lose the enemy. We need to track him, watch how he changes in the course of events and
how those events affect his actions on the battlefield. In a later post, I’ll cover writing Intelligence
Information Reports, why they are critical in getting out actionable intelligence into the hands of your
peers and other tribes, and how to disseminate them.

To record information about adversarial groups, I would use a platform where manipulating data is
easy, that you can store digitally, that you can encrypt, and that you can send over the internet or just as
easily write down for dead drop communication. My poisons of choice are Powerpoint and
Spreadsheet. Even if you don’t actively record this information, please create a mechanism to pass this
information somewhere. Maybe you trust your local militia because they’re squared away and protect
you — then send it to them! Every militia or defense group should have an intelligence element,
whether it’s one person or an entire intelligence cell. If they don’t, they’re wrong. Every piece of
information is important and, to modify another borrowed Army phrase, every Patriot is a sensor. (In a
later post, I’ll cover Trends and Predictive Analysis. Predictive analysis is predicated on using patterns
in the adversary’s planning, supply, or operational cycles to predict the time and place of his next
action.)
You may not be able to passively collect enough information to establish an enemy’s doctrine. If the
information seemingly just isn’t there, then spread your collection net. Inform other locals about the
situation and ask that they inquire with others. If gangs are active around your home or retreat location,
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then useful information exists somewhere.
At a minimum, here’s a short list of information you should collect about adversarial groups (yes, it’s a
modified SALT/SALUTE report):
Size. How large or small is this gang reported to be?
Activities. In what activities do they engage? If they only rob stores, then your home may be safe. If
they only rob homes, then you should take additional measures to deter the threat.
Locations. Is the gang active in a neighboring subdivision or your own? Either way, are their targets
moving close or further from your home?
Times. Do they attack mainly at night, early in the morning, etc?
Equipment. Do they use baseball bats and crowbars or do they have small arms?
Tactics and Options.
Gather information on how the Leroy Jenkins Gang carries out its robberies or raids. That’s an
intelligence gap so collect that information. In this example scenario, the LJG begins well into the
early hours of the morning, drives a truck into the driveway of the target home and breaks into two
groups of five. The first five have previously identified a side door or window closest to the stairs and
master bedroom, which they break down to gain entry and clear the top floor. Simultaneously, the
other five kick in the back door or window and secure the basement and/or middle floor. Speed,
surprise, and violence of action. The LJG then steals precious metals and jewelry, weapons, maybe
some miscellaneous gear, and forces the husband/father to open the safe; in all, they’re out in ten
minutes or less with no shots fired. A second vehicle is waiting on a different road nearby the house to
exfiltrate one team and the gear, while the initial vehicle collects the remaining members and leaves.
If the above scenario has happened more than once, isn’t this a critical piece of information? About
how long did each robbery take? What does the attacker do if the attack fails or they take fire? Do
they engage with overwhelming firepower (~9:1) or do they break contact with what they have and
retreat? Once we have the tactical actions – the lowest common denominator – of these attacks, we add
them to the list of tactics and options.
One step further, were two robberies conducted simultaneously in one night and, if so, based on the
doctrine of the LJG, can we assess that the two robberies were affiliated? Can we assess that the LJG
has grown, that it has expanded its capability to conduct multiple attacks in one night; or that it’s
operating in conjunction with a separate but affiliated gang? If there’s a second, unaffiliated gang then
we need to go back to the beginning of Evaluate the Threat and formulate a doctrine for the second
group.
FM 34-130 goes into identifying High Value Targets, which represents a more offensive nature of IPB.
We’ll cover this part of the step in a totally separate post.
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Identify Threat Capabilities.
What are the exact demonstrated capabilities the LJG? We’ve seen they’re capable of mounting two
simultaneous robberies in one night. We’ve seen that the LJG has grown to at least 20 members and
can wait as little as ‘x’ days before conducting another robbery. We’ve seen that the LJG can infiltrate
an objective with 10 members in one vehicle and exfiltrate those members using two vehicles. We’ve
seen that the LJG can rob a home in ten minutes or less and has the capability of forced entry into
homes.
If the LJG has pushed in multiple empty garage doors to initiate a robbery and have stolen firearms
from each home, then we can then say they likely have a surveillance and reconnaissance capability.
Additional Considerations.
If LJG members were conducting robberies unarmed or largely unarmed, and a local gun store was
robbed the previous night; then my assumption would be that the LJG is now heavily armed. If
confirmed, then they have new capabilities and their previously used TTPs will change.
If five members of the LJG were arrested, then my assumption would be that their operational tempo
would slow. If they conducted two robberies per week, then it might be a week or two before they can
recruit new members and start conducting robberies again. They might cease operations in
Neighbortown and start operations in Nearbytown where the environment is more permeable, less
defensible, and/or has a smaller law enforcement footprint.
If the LJG continues to operate in the uncovered backs of trucks, they might be adverse to operating
during inclement or very cold weather. If they conduct operations one night before or one night after a
heavy rain, you could make a note in their doctrine.
If the LJG was in a large firefight and expended a lot of ammunition, when and what was their next
action? If they immediately continued armed operations, one could assume that they have an adequate
supply of ammo. If they began to conduct robberies where not all members had firearms, one could
assume they were now running short on ammunition. (Of course, we can’t make judgements based on
one event, but these are the types of questions we should be answering when conducting intelligence
analysis.)
The list of additional considerations is as long as you want to make it, but is potentially endless. I can’t
cover every single scenario; and each scenario may mean something entirely different that what I’ve
written above. Use your best judgement.
Conclusion.
The Leroy Jenkins Gang is just a very simple example to demonstrate how to evaluate a threat. In
reality, situations could be much more complex, especially when taking into account both zombies,
stormtroopers, and/or multiple criminal elements. Again, if you have any questions or comments,
please leave a comment or email me and I will do my best to answer.
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Intelligence Preparation of the Community
Determine Threat Course of Action
Determine Threat Courses of Action.
Threat Courses of Action (COA) are simply what the enemy could do. We will identify a few options
they’re likely to be considering and attempt to forecast what the enemy will do and where he will do it.
The consequences of failure are:
You will fail to identify which of the possible COAs the threat has chosen, leading to
surprise of the friendly command.
Let’s start with the end state of the adversary’s will. What are they trying to achieve? Is the local gang
knocking off houses or is there a full-scale Golden Horde ‘zombie’ invasion? They may not have
defined their objectives beyond the next three steps but we still need to identify and define their likely
goal. When we don’t know for a fact their end goal, then we must identify all their possible goals.
Identify the full set of COAs available to the threat.
In the previous post in this series, we discussed doctrine, or the set of a defined game plan or strategies.
(Click here for a refresher.) Foreign forces have doctrine, our own military has doctrine, law
enforcement has doctrine, and so will mobs, thugs, looters, and other criminals. Mobs, thugs, looters,
and other criminals have doctrine because we’ve recorded numerous instances of the same actions in
the same or similar event. Whereas, with a military commander or insurgent cell, we might say that he
is willing or unwilling to do ‘x’ (where ‘x’ is a specific tactic, target, or other action) because of what
we’ve observed him do in this instance in the past – doctrine.
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We could assume, for instance, that the Leroy Jenking Gang (LJG; as we established in the previous
IPB post) opts for the houses with two car garages and he attacks them very early in the morning.
Let’s bring up the map we made in IPB: Describe the Battlefield Effects (part three) that shows the
enemy’s likely avenues of approach (AA). There are three ways into this town; only two of which are a
real viable option because the route to the north goes through some very rough territory – and that road
is closed all winter long. So here we have a few mobility corridors (in brackets) and AA#1 and AA#2
(in order of likelihood). As a reminder, the grey areas are very tall hills and mountains that deny
wheeled mobility (even to four wheeled drive); and the blue is a marshy area, through which no one is
driving. (AA#3 requires a bridge to go over the marsh; and if you deny that terrain then you deny entry
through at AA.)
On the near side of AA#1 and AA#2, you’ll see that we have only one real way into this town, but each
AA comes from a completely geographically different place in the area.
The LJG has been very active in the small town to the south but they’ve recently stopped raiding homes
in that community. As an astute observer, I could presume and prepare for the event that they are busy
preparing for their next objective: my town.
For this scenario, Leroy Jenkins has persuaded others to join his gang, fancies himself a bit of a warlord
now, and keeps a low profile by leading from the rear. He now drives around in an up-armored
Cadiallac STS and has equipped his gang with monster trucks and RPGs (let’s have some fun here).
Because his doctrine has changed, I would definitely want to update it. If I’m acting as an intelligence
element for the local militia, an auxiliary of local law enforcement, or just a community leader, this is
information I disseminate to those who need to know – which could be darn near everyone.
I know that they will likely be traveling from the south on AA#1 (which provides ample kill box /
engagement areas because of the canalizing qualities of the terrain); I know that they will likely be
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mounted in trucks (based on updated doctrine); and that he, in an attempt to legitimize himself as a
warlord, is going to take and hold my town (assumption). This is COA #1.
I make that assumption based on the doctrine of other warlords or nefarious militia leaders. An
assumption is alright to make when it’s all you have; here, it’s a necessary assumption even if it’s not
exactly correct. Remember, you don’t always have to be right but you can never be dead wrong.
COA #2 is that he has unexpectedly halted all operations because he’s run out of supplies, out of thugs,
or out of targets. The LJG knocked off that ammo store two weeks ago, so it’s doubtful that he’s low
on ammunition or gear; and if he was short on other staples, then he would have likely just stolen them
by now. We haven’t heard news of any arrests or gang deaths (and we normally do), so it’s doubtful
that he’s short on hands. If we rely solely on doctrine, it’s entirely possible that the LJG has robbed all
homes with two car garages in their current town. Additionally, we know that law enforcement from
other areas are aiding in Leroy’s apprehension; and that area has likely become heavily saturated with
police officers.
Alternate COAs (#3, #4) are that the LJG will dismount from their vehicles to climb the mountains and
capture the town; or that he’s merely traveling through my town to reach a larger town a few hours to
the north. Those are less likely scenarios but in this step we want to consider them all.
Ideally, we want to satisfy five criteria when discussing COAs: suitability, feasibility, acceptability,
uniqueness, and consistency with doctrine.
Suitability – does it suit the adversary’s goals? Feasibility – is it within the adversary’s resources and
capabilities? Acceptability – are the risks, losses, or rewards acceptable to the adversary? Uniqueness
– is the COA clearly unique and different than every other COA? Consistency – have we known the
adversary to do this before; is it consistent with the adversary’s overall intent?

Like any good little intelligence element, I’ve drawn a chart so we can easily see all the COAs and how
our criteria applies to them. If there are numerous COAs, I would suggest that you do the same thing.
Here we see that only two of the COAs are likely; the rest are less likely or unlikely.
Additional considerations.
We could make additional considerations that could affect the likelihood of the least likely COAs. For
instance, maybe the National Guard or a local militia has cleared LJG’s town and forced him out,
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which could increase the likelihood of the least likely COAs. Perhaps Leroy Jenkins suspects that I’ve
a good IPB analysis of my town, that we’re hard as a rock and that he stands no chance, which could
increase the likelihood of the least likely COAs. We could spell out a few more additional
considerations but I’m satisfied with the work so far and I think we’ve largely covered all the bases.
Think outside the box but be careful not to include too many off-the-wall COAs. For instance, I could
have said that COA#5 is that the LJG have acquired helicopters from which they’ll dump gasoline on
our homes and burn them down. It’s so unlikely that I didn’t include it.
Evaluate and prioritize each COA.
For the sake of simplicity, I completed this step along with the last one. You can do these two steps
separately or together.
Develop each COA in the amount of detail time allows.
If we received a phone call from the local sheriff or militia leader that said the LJG had fled their town
and will be in our town within a few hours, then we need to complete (or ideally have already
completed) developing our likely COAs.
Here we define the what, when, where, how and why of the COA. The LJG is most likely going to be
mounted and advancing through AA#1 likely no later than 1800 hours this evening (6:00pm) but likely
not before than 1600 (4:00pm). That’s a pretty clear window and only gives us a couple hours to
prepare. In a future post, I’ll discuss how to set up and employ a Quick Reaction Force (aka QRF; we
may need to give it a more… community-friendly name). You’ll want to activate your QRF and use
your knowledge of the terrain, prepared defenses, and kill boxes / engagement areas to deny the
adversary from entering the town.
FM 34-130 goes on with building situational templates, which are meant for larger maneuver
elements. We don’t need to go into them.
MLCOA & MDCOA.
At this point, wrapping up the IPB process, we want to take time to consider the Most Likely Course of
Action (MLCOA) and the Most Dangerous Course of Action (MDCOA). Identifying these are useful
for commanders or community leaders to help assess the consequences of enemy action.
The MLCOA is that the LJG will advance from the south, mounted in pick up trucks, heavily armed,
and will begin attacking homes with two car garages.
The MDCOA is that the LJG will advance from several directions, including taking positions on the
mountains beside the town, with heavy weapons and engage the town from multiple directions; while
the main brunt enters through the north (fixing and exploiting forces).
Use your best judgement and cover all the bases. After conducting IPB on your community, you will
be in a much better position to understand how the battlespace will affect enemy choices and the
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dynamics of their attacks.

Civil Infrastructure Intelligence
One of the greatest things you can give a unit is intelligence on a target. Intelligence always drives the
fight.
Today, we’ll briefly look at civil infrastructure and some opportunities for intelligence analysis of
buildings. Urban operations are always more complex. There are more people, potentially more
threats – one of the things learned in Vietnam and nearly every war since is that a civilian bystander can
turn into an armed attacker in a moment’s notice – and the environment is 3D.
We’re not just looking for threats along the horizon or over the next hill, but now there are rooftops and
windows that have traditionally hidden snipers and RPGs. On my second deployment I took over the
Countersniper/Sniper Defeat team and was tasked with providing intelligence to countersniper teams.
One day, I requested imagery on a compound where two sniper events had taken place. By this time,
Sunni snipers had taken up hitting softer targets like Iraqi Army (IA) units because of the slow reaction
time for cordon and search. Still, IA units were taking casualties from this invisible threat. We wanted
to put a countersniper team in an adjacent area to watch for one of these snipers setting up. Typically,
they’d get on a rooftop early in the morning and hide under a blanket all day until the IA came through
on a patrol or set up a vehicle checkpoint (VCP). At any rate, long story short, I apparently spent
$25,000 (your money, not mine) for that imagery and actually captured a blob that was likely that
sniper. (You’d think that for $25k, I could get a picture in color.)
In counterinsurgencies, little victories add up. For one, we eliminated a trained marksman (I shouldn’t
call him a sniper, necessarily). He could have gone on to kill a handful or more US and Iraqi soldiers.
(FYSA, this wasn’t Juba the Baghdad Sniper we killed a dozen times.) And two, we scored a
psychological victory by putting Sunni snipers on notice that the hunters were still being hunted. All
this goes to show that the details of intelligence analysis save lives and eliminate the threat.
So including rooftops and other sniper hides in our analysis is a good idea if there’s a sniper threat.
The chart below is from FM-2-91.4-Intelligence-Support-to-Urban-Operations-FOUO-Jan-2008. Use
it as a checklist when considering civil infrastructure in your area of operations (AO), if any exist.
There’s a lot of information to be gleaned from these buildings that most analysts would likely skip
over… so don’t be the analyst that skips over it. (Print it out and put it in your IPC folder.)
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Confirmation Bias and Unanimous Decision
With all this Analysis and Control Element (ACE) talk, I should probably start going over the pitfalls
and traps of intelligence analysis. These articles are intended to make you a better analyst of all
information but especially of information of intelligence value.
Confirmation bias.
Confirmation bias is a term we use in the intelligence community to describe a condition whereby our
minds emphasize data that agrees with our position and ignores data that flies contrary to what we
believe to be true.
For instance, if my assessment is that the Miami Marlins (26-50) are going to win the World Series this
year, I might cite all their 26 wins as evidence. With every Marlins win, I’ll have more evidence to
support my claim; although I’m completely ignoring the fact that they’re dead last in the NL and have
the worst record in MLB.
Another better example is anyone who supported the claim that the world was going to end last year.
Mayan myths, religious kooks, New Age mysticism, Planet X astronomers, and select media outlets
portrayed 2012 as the final days of humankind. Many people bet their lives, unfortunately, after being
caught up in the hype. After all, if all these people are saying it’s true, how can it not be? If the only
information those folks were seeing pertained to the apocalypse, and they weren’t getting any
contradicting information, they most assuredly suffered from confirmation bias (among other things).
Every where they looked, they saw information that supported their outrageous claim and they likely
disregarded any skepticism or derision as the ramblings of the ignorant masses. Haters gonna hate.
When analyzing information of intelligence value, form an opinion if you can but be sure to consider
the alternatives. As long as you can back it up with facts and logic, I’ll have a hard time faulting you
for being wrong. Just remember: you don’t always have to be right, but you can never be dead wrong.
Confirmation bias makes otherwise good analysts dead wrong.
Unanimous opinion.
It’s easy to get caught up in the hype. Lord knows there’s enough propaganda, disinformation, and bad
‘intelligence’ floating around the interwebs.
I saw World War Z last night. Pretty good flick. At one point, the hero links up with a Mossad agent,
who talks about the duty of dissension against a unanimous conclusion. He cites examples of the folly
of unanimous opinion, specifically how Israeli intelligence decided that the Arab forces weren’t able to
carry out an invasion prior to the Yom Kippur War. (Surprise.) If nine men agree, he says, it’s the duty
of the tenth man to disagree; to find every reason why the other nine might be wrong. Let me be the
tenth man for a few minutes.
I’m on Facebook from time to time. I see a lot of really bad conspiracy theories and “insider reports”.
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It’s nearly unanimous opinion, from the ole “news” feed, that our nation is headed for a hot war,
specifically initiated by the 034M4 regime. Now let me axe you this: if this administration’s bloodless
coup is going so well (which it clearly is), why go hot? Why get regime forces involved against a
numerically superior foe when you can just out muscle them by redesigning the system to work against
them?
Let’s stop for a second and consider the alternative scenario: the bloodless coup continues for the next
few decades, no shots are fired, and the Patriots lose eventually because there’s not one single event
that pushes the collective over the edge. We all know that the federal government would have a hell of
a time containing violent and widespread revolt. Why push the opposition to that point when you can
slowly choke them without ever crossing that line? I hear people say all the time that we’re headed for
an armed civil conflict; I ask if that’s really the case. Is it? I think there’s a good chance that the
federal regime is able, over the next ten years, to win this conflict without pushing the opposition over
the edge. What is the edge, by the way? What’s the line in the sand? Raising taxes? Warrantless
wiretapping? Endless wars? Support for our nation’s enemies? Unconstitutional action by the
executive, legislative, or judicial branches? Corruption being continually exposed? IRS targeting the
Tea Party? NSA spying? If NSA spying on American citizens didn’t do it, virtually nothing short of
physical action will.
What I’m really trying to say is that if you’re looking for a Lexington Green, you might be waiting a
good long while. There’s just no good reason for the federal regime to go there right now. Chances are
good that we’ll see a new president in January 2017. 034M4 leaves and is replaced. That’s likely
going to happen, so unless something radically changes, why even go there?
If this immigration bill pushes through another 11 million illegals (and up to 30 million if you include
their family members), then they’ll push through an assault weapons ban within our lifetimes. Will that
do it? Will we be pushed over the edge when a veteran is arrested for having a magazine with an
illegal capacity? Already happened.
Give me a viable line in the sand and I’ll give you a good reason why the federal regime won’t have to
cross it.
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BICCE
In the past week, we’ve touched on the BICC/E analytical method. It’s best used for developing enemy
courses of action (COA). So if a key assumption is that we’ll be dealing with irregular threats like
gangs, mobs, and criminals, or more conventional threats like regime forces (DHS, federal LEOs,
military), then developing potential COAs, including the Most Likely Course of Action (MLCOA) and
the Most Dangerous Course of Action (MDCOA), are going to be absolutely critical for your own
security.
While we’re on the topic, let’s talk Early Warning for a second. If you’ve read this blog for any
amount of time, then you should know that good intelligence analysts recognize ‘indicators’. A very
simple example would be the combination of you purchasing tickets to Disneyland and then filling up
your vehicle with fuel. Combined, it’s a good indicator that you might be heading to Disneyland in the
near future. But maybe you purchased them as Christmas presents for someone else, and you filled up
your vehicle because it was nearly empty. In that case, we continue to look for indicators to confirm or
deny your COAs, until it can be confirmed or denied. This is a continual process for COAs.
Indicators as early warning work the same way for you as they do for the regime analyst. It’s
incumbent upon you to build a collection network, and target potential indicators for use as early
warning. For instance, recruiting a homeowner who lives near a National Guard armory or regional
airport would potentially allow you to receive information about an increase in personnel, equipment,
or activity at these places. Post-SHTF, a couple Abrams tanks being delivered to the National Guard
Armory is a pretty darn good indicator that they’re going to be used, if needed. They’ll be a critical
factor in your area of operations (AO), so it’s a good idea to be in a position to learn that information as
early as possible.
Back to BICC/E, this acronym (‘bicky’) stands for Behavior, Intent, Capabilities,
Consequences/Effects. This is a start to finish method of looking at current activity, known or
suspected goals, ability to achieve those goals, and the consequences or effects of achieving those
goals.
Behavior.
Judging behavior isn’t always as simple as it sounds. I blog regularly about the necessity of setting up
networks, practicing good security, and collecting and analyzing information of intelligence value, but
you have no way of knowing whether or not I do these things in real life. And if you’re practicing good
security and staying off the radar, then your behavior isn’t raising any red flags and your intent is still
unknown, even if you’re actively building networks and collecting information. Similarly, if we know
that the Leroy Jenkins Gang (LJG) is our adversary, but we can’t identify who they are (identities –
names, nicknames), much less associate them with known events like criminal activity or attacks, then
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we really can’t accurately judge their behavior. We know they exist but we can’t pin anything on them,
therefore we can’t identify their behavior. And if we can’t identify their behavior, then we can’t disrupt
their operations or planning cycle. Judging behavior can be problematic but not altogether impossible.
That’s what makes deep and active intelligence gathering efforts so critical.
But once we’re receiving information, maybe from law enforcement or the victims, then we can
develop a baseline of what this group is doing. Are they more concerned with common criminality and
survival through robbing targets of opportunity, or are they engaged in turf warfare with local law
enforcement or community security teams? Their behavior is likely to telegraph their intent.
Intent.
What are the goals of the adversary? What’s he trying to accomplish; what’s his intent? Answer what
he’s doing today in order to answer what he’s going to do tomorrow and beyond. This is where we
develop all potential COAs. If the LJG is robbing homes at gunpoint, then their MLCOA is probably
going to be to continue what they’re doing. (If so, then we need to speak with the robbery victims and
learn what happened to them, step by step. This will allow us to identify indicators — maybe the
victims say that they saw the same car drive by multiple times before they were robbed, or maybe all
the victims are robbed on a specific day of the week or at a specific time. We identify indicators, then
patterns, and then we exploit them.)
We have to judge their intent as best we can, so it will probably be helpful to list out all possible
intents, and then pare that list down through the process of elimination based on the other BICC/E
factors. The more information we’ve collected on the LJG, then the better we’ll understand them, and
the better we can make informed judgements about them. Don’t be afraid to add a level of probability
or confidence in this assessment. If my assessment is that the LJG’s intent is to survive, and Leroy
Jenkins doesn’t want to become a warlord or mafia boss, then I can attach a HIGH or MEDIUM
confidence to that statement based on my confidence. That’s what I think, given what I know. Just
because today we have a HIGH confidence in that statement doesn’t mean that tomorrow we can
change our confidence, or change the statement altogether in light of new information. The important
thing is that we made the best judgement possible so we can continue the BICC/E process.
Capabilities.
This all goes back to collection. What’s our assessment as to the capabilities of the LJG? On the front
end, what is their strength and disposition? What equipment do they have? How many robberies a
week are they capable of? Are they capable of attacking harder targets such as police stations or
military checkpoints? The LJG carried out three robberies per week for the past month, and then only
made one robbery in the past two weeks. Are they running out of ammunition? Have they sustained
casualties? Have their capabilities changed? Tracking adversary capabilities is a continual process,
and should be updated per changing conditions in their strength, disposition, equipment, or tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTPs).
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Once we spell out their current capabilities, go back to their intent, or what you believe to be their
intent, or your list of all possible intents. Use your assessment of adversary capabilities to determine
which goals or intents are within the realm of possibility, regardless if the possibilities match their
actual intent (you’ll need this list for developing COAs).
Consequences/Effects.
Now that we have our list of possible (or suspected/known) intents, for each intent brainstorm some
possible consequences or effects. For instance, if the intent of the LJG is to continue robbing area
homes, what will the consequences and effects be? Increased household security, increased awareness,
possible kinetic targeting of the LJG, and/or security patrols. Develop all possible outcomes for all the
intents, then go back through and select the most realistic or most likely consequences and effects;
some intents may have multiple outcomes depending on varying conditions or situations.
Now that we have the consequences and effects for each intent, decide which consequences and effects
will be detrimental to the LJG. For instance, if one intent is to continue robbing area homes, and the
consequences are that security will be increased, then we’ve identified a timeline for how long the
robberies will continue. They’ll continue until the security presence is significantly increased. If it
takes a month to spin up a quick reaction force (QRF), or patrols, or community watch, then the
robberies will likely last for a month. Now we’ve just used some analysis to produce accurate (we
hope), specific, timely, and predictive intelligence.
Intent versus COA.
I’ve used intent and COA numerous times in describing the BICC/E analytical method. They’re
different things, so let me explain just to be clear.
Intent is the overall goal, whether it’s a near- or long-term goal, whereas COA is literally their course of
action to achieve their intent. If it didn’t make sense, I hope it does now. We’re going to use the
possible intents (as determined by the BICC/E factors) to develop possible adversary COAs.
COA Assessment.
Based on my knowledge of the LJG, I’ve developed two possible intents: 1) To continue to survive and
subsist off the bounty of targets of opportunity; or 2) To clear, hold, and control the area for their own
gain. So let’s develop some COAs based off this information.
COA#1: The LJG continues to rob area homes until the security apparatus becomes too saturated to
carry out operations.
COA#2: The LJG continues to rob area homes until the area is depleted of soft targets, regardless of
any increase in the security situation.
COA#3: The LJG continues to rob area homes until they meet significant physical resistance, or suffer
losses to operational strength.
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COA#4: The LJG will begin to include murder and intimidation to their operations in order to clear,
hold and control the area.
COA#5: The LJG will begin recruiting poor youths in order to increase their combat strength.
COA#6: The LJG will begin clearing and holding individual homes to use as bases of operations.
Now we go through our COA Matrix (IPB: Determine Threat Courses of Action), and then identify the
MLCOA and MDCOA. Given what I know about the LJG, namely that they’re risk averse and lack
combat skills, the MLCOA is COA#1, and the MDCOA is COA#4. The most likely COAs are now
ranked: #1, #3, #2, #5, #6, then #4.
Once we’ve ranked the COAs, then we continually assess those COAs against new information to
confirm or deny those COAs. In this instance, what do you think are the early warning indicators for
the MDCOA? Two that immediately come to mind are recruiting new members and sourcing weapons
and ammunition. Even though murder and intimidation are uncharacteristic of the LJG, my knowledge
of the gang’s leadership could also inform me of changing TTPs. Leroy Jenkins just wants to survive;
he doesn’t want to kill anyone. But his #2, Mad Dod Jackson, is ruthless and spent time in prison for
murder. I know that another early warning for the MDCOA is if Mad Dog Jackson gains influence
over or takes control of the gang’s operations.
Conclusion.
Those are the BICC/E factors. Please comment or email with any questions. This is a really great
‘lens’ through which we can look in order to create knowledge about an organization, their intent, and
their courses of action.

BESTMAPS
When we approach Intelligence, it’s important to consider the full spectrum of relevant information.
Errors of omission are still errors. Collecting some information is good; collecting as much relevant
information as possible is better.
So when we consider Intelligence collection at the community or county level, we ought to be
methodical and thorough in our generation of Intelligence Requirements and tasking/directing
collection. To do that, we use a the acronym, BETSTMAPS. You must incorporate the BESTMAPS
acronym in your Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield/Community.
We start with Biographical. Biographical information includes names and identities, education and
work history, familial relationships, and geographical and other associations. It’s how we learn about
the key human terrain in our Area of Operations (AO). Remember, there’s physical terrain – things like
mountains and rivers – and there’s the human terrain. The human terrain includes the demographics, as
well as those who influence and how they influence our AO.
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Next is Economic data. What are the economic drivers in your AO? What needs to keep working to
keep those in your community working? How will fuel rationing affect your local economy? How will
a bank holiday affect your local community? These are some really good Intelligence Requirements
that fall under the Economy, that you’ll need to answer.
After that, we find Sociological information. Do members of your AO belong to a specific identity?
Are they overwhelmingly hard-working and independent, or are they dependent on government hand
outs? Are they religious? Are they kind and friendly, or abrasive and exclusionary? How do they
segregate themselves, and along what lines what lines are they self-segregated? We’re using this
information to better map and understand the human terrain.
Transportation & Telecommunications is part of our critical infrastructure. Transportation includes
primary and secondary roads, and other lines of drift. How will the infamous Golden Horde or
mobs/looters reach your town or community? Which routes are available to them to get to your home?
Telecommunications looks at lines of communication, and I’d include public WiFi in this section. It
may be important for you to communicate anonymously through the web, and public WiFi is a great
facilitator.
Military Geography includes military installations and facilities, as well as police and other security
stations. We’re talking about geographical locations here. Be sure to map these locations in your AO!
Armed Forces would be the Table of Organization & Equipment of military and police units in your
AO. How many units are in your area, what types of units are they, how are they manned, how are they
staffed, and what equipment do they have? The same goes for your local law enforcement – how many
sheriff’s deputies are in your county, how many of them are on duty/patrol at any given time, what
areas do they or do they not patrol, etc. Pretty good idea to take a look at this stuff, if you haven’t
already.
Political is traditionally strictly political, but in our day and age, we really ought to be adding those
who influence politics, to include civic organizations. You can include civic organizations under
Sociological, as these organizations influence the populace, but you could also include that information
here, where appropriate. We need to look at current political leaders on the local level – how are they
influencing the populace and your AO? How do they affect security in your AO? How will future or
proposed potential efforts affect your AO?
Lastly, we arrive at Science/Technology. You could include critical infrastructure like energy, power
plants, and water treatment facilities here. We also know that technology can be disruptive, checking
the box on one of the four threat categories (Disruptive). How can technology disrupt your security,
the populace, or your AO?
BESTMAPS is a really great tool to help you flesh out your Intelligence collection/analysis capacity. It
helps us consider topics that we may not have considered, and gives some structure and organization to
all the Intelligence information we need to collect and analyze.
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Order of Battle Product
What is Order of Battle?
A very traditional task of the Intelligence Analyst is building and maintaining the Order of Battle (OB)
for adversary, neutral, and friendly forces in the given Area of Responsibility. The Order of Battle,
sometimes referred to as OrBat/ORBAT, is an intelligence product detailing the command, strength,
disposition, and equipment of military units. There’s a likely an OB product for every military in the
world sitting at the Pentagon right now. Order of Battle products are updated periodically to reflect the
most current design and health of the adversary or potentially adversarial military. The OB is one of
the most important of all intelligence products when facing a known adversary, and it costs nothing but
time to produce.
Typically, Military Intelligence Analysts are assigned to a particular country or region. If I was in a
unit at Southern Command (SOUTCHOM), maybe I’d be looking at a nation’s military, or maybe I’d
be focusing on terrorist groups or drug cartels. Either way, one of my first tasks would be to become
intimately familiar with those forces. I would become the subject matter expert, and when there was a
flashpoint or an event that required expertise, I would be called on to answer the questions of seniorlevel military or political leaders.
As intelligence analysts, we’re called to be experts on the enemy… ahem, ‘to find, know and never lose
the enemy’ comes directly from the Military Intelligence Creed. It’s ingrained in intelligence analysts
to be as good a subject matter experts as possible. Without that expertise, a poor and/or incomplete
analysis is likely to be created. Poor intelligence gets some people killed; incomplete intelligence gets
a lot of people killed.
We build OB products because they allow us to authoritatively estimate the capabilities of adversaries.
The more we know about an adversary’s organization and capabilities, the better we can identify his
courses of action (COA). At the same time, we can begin to remove potential COAs because they’re
unfitting for those types of units, or the force is too small or too large to pursue this particular COA, or
the force is too technologically limited to pursue that COA, or the force is too vulnerable to pursue this
other COA. One of the most critical parts of Intelligence is being actionable or predictive. Using our
completed and up to date OB products, Intelligence Analysts are able to determine which potential
courses of action a military or adversarial force will take on the battlefield because we know their
capabilities, and, therefore, we know what they’re most likely to do. In this way, the OB product is a
fundamental requirement for Intelligence Analysts to know.
Although slightly different for our needs, OB Intelligence products should be a mainstay of Patriot and
Prepper Intelligence Analysts, as well. We’re going to want to look at security forces such as local law
enforcement, and any state or federal officers or agencies in our area. That’s the conventional side. On
the unconventional side, we’re going to look at organized crime, gangs, or other organizations that
potentially pose a threat to us.
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In this series of articles, I’ll talk about the nine components of Order of Battle. These are the nine
requirements for building a solid Intelligence product, and by following this guideline in your own
areas, you will reap you the rewards of being forearmed with this knowledge.

Nine OB Requirements:
1. Composition
2. Disposition
3. Strength
4. Tactics
5. Training
6. Logistics
7. Combat Effectiveness
8. Electronic Technical Data
9. Miscellaneous Data
In today’ article, we’ll cover the first three components.
1. Composition.
Let’s start with identifying the composition of your local law enforcement; specifically the County
Sheriff’s Department. Why is this information good to know? Because as an Intelligence Analyst in a
SHTF scenario, I’d like to be able to tell my group whether or not the Sheriff’s Department will be able
to provide security during the emergency. If they’re unable, then there will be threats that remain
unaccounted for; and that will require extra effort on our part.
So let’s go to our County Sheriff’s website (online search), and the first thing we see is his bright,
smiling politician face and the American flag. My county sheriff’s website has a couple links that
we’re looking for: Command Staff and Divisions.
The Command Staff link gives us the senior-level leadership, and the Divisions link gives us the
branches of the department. I’m going to start building an organization chart and ‘mapping’ out the
department’s leaders and divisions. (* Be sure to find the link for the county SWAT or Tactical
Response Unit. This page shows how many officers are on the team and their monthly training
requirements. I can probably draw some accurate conclusions about their capabilities from this
intelligence information.)
We’re going to identify the composition of ALL security and threat forces in our area. So, by necessity,
we’re going to be building several OB products; one for each agency, department, or group.
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2. Disposition.
By ‘Disposition,’ we mean location. Where are the headquarters, stations, or sub-stations of the
agencies or departments? Are there regular patrols, and, if so, what areas get regularly patrolled and
when? Our intent here is nothing nefarious, but answering these questions will give us a much better
idea of the security picture for our area. It’s important to know what a regular law enforcement
presence looks like, so we can determine spikes in traffic or activity. These indicators may signal that a
critical event is occurring or about to occur.
3. Strength.
We’ve already identified the structure of the Sheriff’s Department, and now it’s time to start answering
questions about strength. How many full-time, part-time, and volunteer deputies are employed? How
many deputies are on duty at any given time? If necessary, how many additional officers can be
recruited and put in the field during an emergency? What vehicles, including war/combat vehicles,
does the department have, and how many? What types of weapons are available, and how many?
There’s your homework for this week. In the next month, I’d like to have everyone complete their OB
product on local law enforcement to give you better situational awareness. Chances are good that
you’ll learn a lot in the process, and, as always, forewarned is forearmed.
Don’t forget to generate your Intelligence Requirements. And keep this information in the same
document so it can be printed and distributed.
4. Tactics
Perhaps the best way to learn about an organization’s tactics is to look at its previous activities and
current doctrine. In the schoolhouse, we learned intelligence on a Soviet-style adversary. Everything
we expected to see from our adversary was based on doctrine and their order of battle (OB) – the
recorded history of the way they did things in previous conflicts and engagements. Everything our
adversaries expect of the US military are based on our doctrine; they expect us to act in a similar
fashion in future conflicts as we have in recent conflicts of the same type.
Let’s begin by looking at the most common tasks of an organization. In the military, we call it the
Mission Essential Task List (METL). These are the handful of skills that we need to master in order to
accomplish our mission.
So when completing OB, we ask, ‘What’s the mission?’ How do they accomplish that mission? What
are the things they do, and how do they do them? We need to take a long look at their tactics because
we can know what to expect based on that history.
The last thing we want to consider is, ‘Are their tactics effective?’ What was the outcome of their last
engagements? If their tactics aren’t effective, then we as Intelligence analysts can examine what they
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might change. In that case, we can tell our leaders that we expect the enemy to change X or Y about
their operations. Knowing that those changes are expected, or could occur in the future, will help our
leaders plan.
5. Training
When I went to my county’s SWAT page, we learned a bit about the team’s strength, and also about the
training hours each month. In my case, this county doesn’t have a full time SWAT/Tactical Response
Unit, so they provide some special training to county sheriff’s deputies. What can we learn from these
two pieces of information (training hours and strength)? What are they training for? Who are they
bringing out to train them, or is it organic? What are their training requirements or goals?
Once we have a good idea of an adversary’s training plan, we can begin drawing some conclusions.
What’s the quality of their training? Are they going to be well-prepared for their next engagement? If
I’m supplying a guerrilla unit with Intelligence, I want to be sure to inform them about differences in
adversary units in the field. “They guys with the red patches have been training all year, however, the
guys with the blue patches were just mobilized last week and have poor training.” In that case, the
guerrilla unit will have some realistic expectations if they get into a firefight with either of these units.
6. Logistics
They say that amateurs argue tactics, and professionals argue logistics. If you have 100 troops out on
mission, but have to way of supplying them with the things they need then your organization won’t be
as effective. Same goes for all units, military or civilian. So we ask, ‘How does this organization get
re-supplied?’ Where are the supply depots? What routes or channels does supply come from?
Logistics is more than just supplies; it’s how those supplies are delivered. In many conflicts,
adversaries sought to fracture supply lines in order to make adversarial forces less effective. A rifle,
when out of rounds, becomes a blunt force object. So including Logistical and supply line information
in the OB is very important. If we can provide intelligence that weakens our adversary’s ability to
fight, then we are winning in Intelligence. And that’s why we do our homework and create an OB
product before we get into a fight.
7. Combat Effectiveness
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In order to judge the combat effectiveness, we have to know a good bit about the history of the unit.
We might utilize Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) sources to read about previous operations or
engagements. From a previous component, we would analyze their training in comparison with
potential threats or defensive preparations. If a unit has been preparing for a conventional war, they
they will probably perform poorly in an unconventional war. If they an adversary doesn’t train for
dynamic entry and room clearing, then they may not be very good at it. We can look at another
component — logistics — and judge potential combat effectiveness if there’s limited re-supply. We
could do some analysis and, as an example, say that after the fourth day of operations, combat
efficiency will decrease due to poor logistical supply trains. We always want to provide predictive or
actionable intelligence, and judging an adversary’s combat effectiveness is a good range to do that.
8. Electronic Technical Data
In this section of the OB, we’ll want to provide information about communications and other technical
equipment. What frequencies does an adversary use to transmit? What type of communications
equipment is used? What are the observed call signs? Where are static communications posts? What
type of Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) equipment is available (if any)?
9. Miscellaneous Data
Finally, we arrive at a catch-all section. Types of information we may include is that the adversary
commander has a secret family or a drinking problem or gambling debt. We might include information
about previous attempts to reform or re-organize a unit or organization. Maybe the current leader is not
respected or poorly liked by his troops, or other morale information. We’d include any pertinent data
that could be good to know.
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Section 2: OPSEC
Cell Phone Security
It should be no surprise for anyone to hear that your cell phone is one of your largest liabilities. Long
before the NSA leaks, we knew the general tracking capabilities of government intelligence and
surveillance agencies around the world.
But today we found out a bit more about their specific capabilities — namely that NSA collects
geographical data from cell phones 5 billion times every day, and is not only able to retrieve call
history but also historical geographical data. One thing we talk about in the Security Manual (which is
being updated in light of significant new information), is the concept of co-geolocation. Two cell
phones, whose owners are known, in the same location are now associated by proximity, even if
previous associations between the two individuals were unknown and had never contacted one another
through those cell phones.
So what does this mean for the resistance element?
Well, for one, it means that everywhere you’ve ever been with your cell phone is now a liability. In the
Operations Security (OPSEC) portion of the ICAC, we cover that the only two ways to disable your
cell phone from rendering its location data is to a) remove the battery completely; or b) purchase a
radio frequency shielding bag that blocks all signals to and from your cell phone. There are theories
that even if the battery is removed from your phone, someone with the tools could still get a weak
signal through charged capacitors or ions or protons or photons or something.
The problem with OPSEC and anonymous communication is that once you’ve identified yourself, you
can’t un-identify yourself. Your name, cell number (among other cell data), and activities are now
associated, and you cannot un-associate yourself. This is why spy agencies go so far to keep their
clandestine activities low key in the first place. The first step in prevention of being identified is to
deny information that an identity, information, facility, or event even exists from the start. When
Human Intelligence (HUMINT) is involved, official or unofficial cover, backstory, and realistic and
‘provable’ biographical information is included in the process of creating that separate identity.
For two, it means that even NSA’s greatest strength is also their greatest weakness. (There’s a yin and
yang to everything!) Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) and HUMINT give us two entirely different types
of information. Those who rely on SIGINT tend to over-rely on it as an intelligence gathering tool.
But they only get what their targets give them. Case in point, if your cell phone cannot send or receive
signals, then they can’t gather signals information from you (from your cell phone, at least). The scope
of their cell phone data collection can be completely mitigated by simply not carrying a cell phone with
you. Their greatest weakness is relying on a method of collection by which they are physically unable
to collect. Take your pieces out of the chess game and they can’t beat you at chess, so to speak.
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To remain operational as a member of the resistance, you’re going to need to build ‘two lives’.
Continue to lead your normal life and preparing with your family, but adopt another, separate, unknown
(preferably) or indistinguishable persona-like identity. This is your underground identity; your hidden
identity. You will observe the strictest security measures and be meticulous in your observance of
OPSEC (which is no small task). These two lives don’t meet. You can still carry your cell phone to
work and the grocery store — do everything that John Smith would do — but separate all other
resistance activities from your normal life. Your underground identity always uses cash. He carries a
burner phone with the battery removed until its use is necessary, and then that burner phone is used
around public locations but never near your residence. (Remember SPACE Analysis: Signature,
Profile, Association, Contrast, Exposure.) When you contact other members of your resistance
element, your communications should not be associated with John Smith. Members of your resistance
element will need to adopt a second persona as well.
The human element of anonymous communication is always the weakest part of your security plan.
Even if you observe perfect OPSEC, a mistake made by someone else is likely to eventually cause the
entire network to be identified. It may be through persistent surveillance — which refers to the ability
to collect and store vast amounts of information and then pull that historical information in the future,
when needed – or it may be through dedicated, intentional, and active surveillance. Either way,
mistakes are most commonly of the human nature. One of the best ways to prevent error is to keep
electronic communication encrypted (end-to-end), coded, and only as frequently as necessary.
Mistakes aside, leading a separate life has two great effects (before we get into the negative affects).
One, you will likely diminish your ‘threat profile’ in your normal life. (Let me caveat this statement by
going back to the Contrast factor of SPACE Analysis. If in your normal daily or weekly routine you
speak with the same three or four individuals — your resistance, prepper, militia buddies, for instance
— and then that communication drops off, then you’re showing contrast. You’re doing something
different than you used to, which is a contrast to your baseline behavior or activities. You might be
interested in continuing or slowly decreasing your overt activities with the same frequency, but
stepping up your underground game at the same time in order to reduce contrast.) Diminishing your
‘threat profile’ won’t necessarily remove you altogether, but as regime analysts are looking for
indicators that you are an unsavory character, the fewer indicators, the better. The second benefit is that
you’re creating an unknown, and perhaps deniable, network outside of your family life. If and when
the SHTF, and you need this network, then the people, locations, and associations are all unknown to
the regime analyst. If he doesn’t know that it exists then it’s much, much harder to identify (a lot of
brain power and a little luck), and even when he does identify it, then he’s starting from square one.
Start and separate your underground life now. Should the American Kristalnacht occur, your
underground life might be the only thing capable of saving you.
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SPACE Analysis
With the focus on NSA and regime surveillance still at the front of our minds, I just wanted to write
some thoughts (and doctrine) regarding friendly indicators of communication. I still need to finish the
prior OPSEC article but consider this an addendum in advance.
On the subject of link analysis (of which I still need to pen a lengthy dissertation, as it’s the bread and
butter of just about any analysis of an insurgency or resistance movement), consider yourselves pegged.
During my last tour in Afghanistan, Palantir was quickly becoming the sweetheart analysis software of
the Army and Marine Corps. Before I deployed, I sat through a class offered by the company, and
immediately recognized that it’s great software. Intelligently designed, easy to use, top notch
functionality, and categorization options allow an end-user to drill down and really dissect the
adversary and surrounding events. It is, however, only as powerful as the end-user allows it to be.
By the time I left the intelligence community, I had become disillusioned with the state of the average
analyst (though not every analyst) and his leadership which is more interested in developing the latest
tools instead developing the minds of their analysts. Intelligence analysis is, and likely will be for as
long as I’m alive (which I’m hoping is a long time), 80% investigation and 20% tools. Without a
highly inquisitive mind motivated to find the solutions to unanswered or seemingly unanswerable
questions and the proper analytical methods to pick apart your adversary, your analysis of information
of intelligence value will be found wanting. But I digress…
SPACE is an acronym that every good analyst should use in link analysis, among other methods. Its
roots are in our operational security (OPSEC) manual, and when the adversary doesn’t care enough to
implement SPACE into his OPSEC considerations, it’s our job as collectors and analyzers of
information to exploit their mistakes.
One of the things an analyst should consider of his adversary are his vulnerabilities, which makes
OPSEC so damned important to both parties. In SPACE, we are presented with invisible
vulnerabilities: indicators that aren’t often considered and don’t appear to be vulnerabilities on their
faces, but are useful nonetheless when applied to the enemy operating picture through link analysis.
Keep SPACE in mind when inventorying your own OPSEC measures. It may be the case that the
analyst assigned to you fails to consider them. Then again, maybe he doesn’t. And, as with most topics
that appear on this blog, each piece of information from the SPACE method is cumulative; each on its
own isn’t as powerful as when they are all taken into consideration. Also take into consideration that
SPACE is useful when analyzing many different types of information and organizations, and so the
example I use don’t pertain to any one particular type of analysis.
Signature.
Signatures are identifiable, unique, and stable to an individual or group of individuals. A signature is
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an encrypted or signed email, or a message from a specific phone or email address, or a semantic tell
[the way you write things, or a reference or colloquialism like “jeebus” or “y’all” in communication
(h/t LastBox for the reminder)]. These are pieces of a puzzle that can be collected and analyzed to
form a better understanding of individual standard operating procedure or tactics, techniques, and
procedures. A signature is something standardized (or roughly standardized) in the way you operate
that may identify you as being separate from someone else, much like a signature recipe is to a chef.
Serial killers have signatures. Gangs and gang members have signatures. You will never mistake the
sound of a monster truck for that of a Toyota Prius, or a dog’s bark for a cat’s meow. PEOPLE WHO
ALWAYS WRITE IN ALL CAPS IS A SIGNATURE. Observed over time, the way you communicate
likely presents a signature. A signature may not always be deliberate, but it’s a calling card that helps
an analyst identify a specific, and perhaps anonymous, individual.
Profile.
Signatures may develop a pattern of indicators called a profile. When presented with two separate but
anonymous individuals, our first step towards identification is to develop a profile. For instance, in
Afghanistan a convoy of jingle trucks led and followed by a couple gun trucks fits the profile of a
supply convoy. No one would mistake this profile for that of a US security patrol or raid. In each case,
the jingle truck differentiates itself from others by its signature, the same as a gun truck would. You’d
never mistake a jingle truck for a gun truck; but, added together, we get the supply convoy profile.
Another example would be a customer wearing a Ford baseball cap in a gas station purchasing $50 of
diesel fuel. If forced to guess, would you conclude that he drives a 3/4-ton Ford pickup or a Toyota
Prius? If you stopped at a red light behind a camouflage-painted Ford Ranger with two Browning
stickers and a Size Matters deer antler decal, would you expect the driver to be wearing an Obama ’16
t-shirt and a drinking a cup of Starbucks blended no-fat mango mocha latte frappachino, extra whipped
cream? No, because his signatures fit a specific profile.
Associations.
Associations help adversaries to interpret actions. Good analysis is about identifying indicators and
patterns in order to predict a future event. We aks ourselves, is one event associated to another and, if
so, what does that tell us about the two events? These events could be phone calls, emails, travel
patterns (such as to and from dead drop locations) – all indicators of communication – associated to
specific events like a source meet, surveillance route, or direct action mission. In any specific case, we
might identify a pattern of control-to-actor communication before an event, and therefore associate the
two. In Iraq, perhaps it’s the case that when one specific phone number calls another specific phone
number, there’s a sectarian bombing against the civilian populace the next day, but only when those two
specific numbers communicate. That communication is an indicator and we form associations. The
next time we see those two phones light up, maybe we beef up security, harden our fixed targets, or
remove the possible target altogether.
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Contrast.
What are the expected communications, actions, battle rhythms, or operational tempos from a profile?
If Phone A usually calls and speaks to other phones, but he only sends texts to one phone in particular,
that’s a contrast. It’s something outside the normal range of operations. That could be an indicator of a
specific, future event. If every day for a month you make five phone calls, but one day you make 15,
then I will observe a contrast in what I’m expecting from you. That may indicate nothing significant
by itself – maybe your kids are sick and you’re calling the babysitter every half hour for an update –
but when considered in SPACE, this could alert us to something significant. If your weekly grocery
store purchases are generally in the range of $100-200, but one week you spend $600, then we see a
contrast. What does that signal?
Exposure.
Exposure consists of three factors: duration, repetition, and timing, and they each affect importance and
meaning. Phone calls placed at random iterations, each lasting for two hours, is an example of duration
exposure. The same is said for phone calls twice a day that last for ten seconds. If a message is sent
out every night at 1900, that’s both repetition and timing exposure. Identification of exposure can help
us form a pattern of life. From then, when combined with other SPACE factors, we can really flesh out
a lot about you, even if you remain anonymous to us. These things give us a much better idea of where
you fit into your organization.
Conclusion.
Use these five considerations to build a better mousetrap for yourself (re: OPSEC), and also to become
a better analyst. Many analytical methods we use today are the result of dozens of years of refinement.
Some are probably refined and pondered enough so that no improvement is necessary. I think this
might be one, but I’m sure the community could fit one more letter in. Just make sure it’s a real word
because all the best systems and functions fit into acronyms that are real words.

Patterns of Life
We’ve covered briefly the concept of Pattern of Life. It’s exactly what it sounds like: it’s the group of
actions you take that provide indications about your life.
If I nominate an individual for targeting, and his nomination is approved, then one of my first steps in
building his targeting packet would be to build out his pattern of life. We might install surveillance
devices, maybe recruit and task his neighbor to provide information, collect Open Source Intelligence
(OSINT) from the internet, or task a separate asset to collect Human Intelligence (HUMINT) from his
work associates. I would want to achieve ‘information dominance’ as it pertains to his life.
For operations planning, some information I’m looking for includes where he lives, where he works,
hours at home, hours at work, routes traveled, typical work tasks, typical work travel, frequency and
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duration at specific locations, who he spends time with and when, his family, his friends, what weapons
he owns, his personal security measures, and indicators of future activity. (If every Sunday afternoon
after church for the past year he’s visited his mother at her home then we can expect him to continue to
do so with some regularity. If every Friday evening he has a poker game with his friends, if he holds
season tickets to football games, if he deposits his check on the 1st and 15th of every month at the same
bank, if he eats lunch at the same place a few times a week, etc.)
Our target is probably oblivious to the patterns he creates but he’s making my job as targeteer
extraordinarily easy. We’re going to be able to predict with a significant amount of accuracy a time
where our target will be isolated so we can talk to, arrest, or just neutralize him. (We can use the same
process when we recruit and vet sources.) And that’s without tracking his cell phone. Given the tools
available for tracking the traffic and location of cell phones, even while not in use, we would be able to
track his movement down to the second.
Pattern of life, however, works both ways. On the flip side, we need to keep an eye on our own
communications security (COMSEC) and operations security (OPSEC) in our own lives to diminish
our adversaries’ collection when they develop a pattern of life for us. For most, your cellphone is little
more than a homing beacon, at a minimum; although it can also a microphone. We have to go to work
every day, we have to attend our children’s activities, we have to lead and enjoy our own lives. But
should the worst happen and people are targeted over gun ownership, their political affiliations, or their
activities, (or homesteads and bug out locations are targeted) destroying or obscuring our own patterns
of life will be a must – including ditching or altering how you utilize your cell phone.
So consider what actions you take and how they can be collected: OSINT, HUMINT, Signals
Intelligence (SIGINT), Imagery Intelligence (IMINT). Once you determine what information can be
collected about you and how it can be collected, determine some steps you can take to obscure your
patterns of life. You might leave early or late for work, you might take a different route to and from
work, you might start paying cash for EVERYTHING (to deny collection from your digital purchases),
you might switch cars with your spouse, you might get into your vehicles in a garage or under a
carport; the list goes on. The bottom line is to take security measures commensurate with the level of
threat and risk.

Burner Phones from a SIGINT Perspective
One definition of Operations Security (OPSEC) is the protection of critical information. It’s probably
safe to say that freedom fighters who find themselves operating in a semi-permissive or non-permissive
environment and conducting security missions against a tyrannical regime would consider their
personal identities, the location of their homes, the identities of their closest friends and business
associates, among other information, critical information worthy of protection under OPSEC.
Let’s talk baseline. Every single place you go, the roads and sidewalk you take to get there, and every
single person or business you call is your baseline. Time of day is a dimension in each of these things
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as well.
From the FBI Program, Resource and Service Guide for Chiefs and Sheriffs:
“The FBI Wireless Intercept and Tracking Teams: Agents available to assist … law Enforcement
Partners with historical cell data, conduct in-depth historical cell phone analysis, as well as track cell
phone data in real time to identify locations of a suspect(s)’ or a victim(s)’ cell phone.”
So as far as the baseline goes, the state can pull yours up anytime they want it. Let’s look at a scenario.
Freedom Fighters in TurkDuckistan decide to conduct a raid on an unguarded electrical sub-station. As
their primary means of communication they bring some kind of hand held radio (FRS, GMRS, CB, it
doesn’t matter), and as their alternate form of communication they have their cell phones on them. Not
that it matters but maybe contingency communications are IR flashlights and emergency
communications are with whistles.
The day after the attack, the three-letter agency calls up the local telephone company and requests the
data from all the cell towers in the area. Every cellphone is transmitting it’s “name” (Electronic Serial
Number) every 15 seconds. Depending on the amount of cell towers in the area, the phone is logging
it’s signal strength with several different cell towers every few seconds. This allows Analysts to
determine approximately where the cellphone (and the Freedom Fighter) were in relation to the
electrical sub-station (or anywhere else for that matter). Depending on the density of the cell towers in
the area (which is a function of population density, topography, and other factors) the area that can be
narrowed down from historical data can be as small as a few buildings, to a 10 acre area, to a few
square miles. Rule of thumb: rural=less towers, less precise location data; city=more towers, more
precise location data.
What’s the key takeaway from this scenario? Don’t bring your cell phones on mission (Culper:
including US troops in Iraq and Afghanistan who can be tracked by adversarial SIGINT assets). It’s
100% guaranteed to screw you. You need to buy a burner phone. I’m going to lay out one way to do
that, and some tips with using them.
Those Freedom Fighters in TurkDuckistan could go to a big box store, like Walmart, and pay cash for a
phone. Remember security is end to end. Walmart has cameras on the parking lot. Remember, they
have a lot of internal cameras as well. Wear a hat, don’t look up. Cover up any tattoos. Think about
your clothing from the perspective of the guy who wants to kick your door in at 2 a.m. Do wear generic
clothing, preferably throw away stuff you just bought at a thrift store. Don’t wear clothing with work
logo’s, I.D. badges, anything that is specific to you! (Culper: Remember ‘Signature’ from our SPACE
Analysis.)
So you just bought your burners right? DO NOT just walk in the parking lot and turn them on. If those
oppressive state security types are looking for our Freedom Fighters, they are looking for anomalies in
the cell phone data. Like maybe multiple cell phones being activated at the exact same time and
location. So as I see it, those Freedom Fighters have two options. Activate those new burner cells an
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hour before mission time (not the best idea, if the target has SIGINT assets performing an indications
and Warning Function, activating several new phones right before an attack might be a nice threat
indicator after it’s done the first time). The alternative option is a bit like money laundering. Think
layering. Those TurkDuckistani’s want to turn the team’s phones on over the course of several days.
But here is the key: NONE of those phones are ever used to contact anybody truly associated with the
user. Call businesses you NEVER go to. Call people with have no personal connection (bonus points
for calling oppressive elements of the state, get the dog chasing it’s own tail). As a matter of fact, your
real phones and your burner phones should never be co-located. Should I point out you shouldn’t ever
take your burner phone home, unless the battery is out, and preferably not even then?
If you review some of the documents Edward Snowden released about NSA., one theme that pops out
to me is that the NSA analysts have extremely powerful search engines and every data set they could
wish for. So what does that mean to the Freedom Fighters of TurkDuckistan? If you follow my
recommendations, eventually investigators will see a pattern. Somewhere. So don’t buy all your
phones at Walmart. If you can, don’t buy any of them there. Activate your phones whenever you want
to. Contact whoever you want to (as long as it’s not your true associates). Just don’t do it exactly the
same way every time. Create a baseline that blends in with how everybody else uses their phone and
there won’t be any anomalies. Create different baseline patterns for each mission so the enemy SIGINT
assets tasked with Indications and Warning can’t recognize pre-mission activity.
Remember, the cellphone is the confidential informant that’s carried in your pocket (don’t tell it
anything you wouldn’t tell the evil TurkDuckistani’s); anomalies from baseline WILL be noticed, and
OPSEC is end to end. They get to make plenty of mistakes, and you don’t get any.
Continued Reading on specific tools the FBI uses (StingRay and KingFish), and also how the specifics
of how they tracked down a suspect.
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/04/verizon-rigmaiden-aircard/all/
http://triblive.com/news/allegheny/5533722-74/fbi-agency-data#axzz2ubsTz6Yu

Secure Communications
By Robert Townsend Jr.
1. This list is not meant to be complete. These are apps that are supported/suggested by the
Guardian Project. These are also apps that I have tested and use. These apps are either for
Windows/Mac or Android. I will not recommend any iPhone apps as I do not use an
iPhone.
2. I also am not providing any descriptions of how these apps work or why they are secure. I
trust that you are capable of researching for yourself. However, if you want an
explanation of any of the applications, protocols, or terms below, just ask.
3. It is up to you to ensure that whatever device you are using does not have any other
vulnerabilities or is not already compromised via insecure/vulnerable applications or
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malware.
4. The idea is that you should use multiple layers of security to protect yourself and your
communications. NSA leaks have shown that these tools cause them significant problems
and, when used together, can make it impossible to snoop.
5. Phone
1. Secure voice over IP protocol - ZRTP
2. Provider – Ostel (https://ostel.co)
1. There are many providers but I picked this one because it supports secure ZRTP
protocol and is 100% free.
2. You can make calls to other Ostel users via Ostel Username
3. App (Android) – CsipSimple
4. PC/Mac – Jitsi (https://jitsi.org), also works with other chat protocols like Facebook, Gchat,
Jabber/XMPP (can use same account as SecureChat below)
6. Chat/TXT
1. App (Android) – SecureChat (on the Google Play store)
1. Allows for secure chat over Google, Jabber/XMPP, or local wifi/mesh network chat, and
“burner” chat accounts (requires use of Orbot. More on that later).
2. Utilizes “Off-the-Record” encrypted chat protocols
3. Recommend creating new ID using dukgo.com Jabber/XMPP service through app
1. When creating new account, check box to Connect via Tor (requires Orbot app)
option
2. App (Windows/Mac) – Jitsi (https://jitsi.org)
7. Imaging/Video
1. App (Android) – ObscuraCam (on the Google Play store)
1. Allows pixel replacement with black or pixelated pixels to remove/obscure faces or
other sensitive information.
2. Will attempt to auto-detect faces
2. App (Android) – PixelKnot (on the Google Play store)
1. Allows you to embed messages inside of an image and then password protect the hidden
message. Image appears like a normal image until run through PixelKnot. Note: This is
security through obscurity, not truly secure like encryption.
8. Secure Proxy
1. App (Windows, Mac, Linux, BSD, Unix) – Tor (https://www.torproject.org)
1. The Onion Router, anonymous web browsing
2. App (Android) – Orbot
1. Provides a tunnel for your other Apps to the Tor network.
2. Some apps like SecureChat support Orbot tunneling
3. If an app doesn't support Orbot proxy, you must root your Android device to force apps
through Orbot
3. App (Android) – Orweb
1. Tor browser for Android
9. Encryption
1. PGP/GPG – Pretty Good Encryption/GNU Privacy Guard
1. This one is more complicated and I encourage you to research PGP encryption. Due to
its complexity, it is important that you understand how it works and the do's and dont's
of it before relying on it for secure communication.
2. GPG is the open source, free implementation of OpenPGP
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3. PGP allows your to securely encrypt data and communications
4. It is not typically integrated in to apps but instead is a 3rd party software that uses
generated private and public keys to encrypt files for transfer or text that would be
copied/pasted in to an email or other chat tool.
5. Application (Windows) – GPG4Win (www.gpg4win.org)
1. Consists of several applications used to generate and maintain keys as well as tools
for encrypting/decrypting/verifying data/text
2. GPA (GNU Privacy Assistant – Key Management and Encryption Decryption tool
3. Kleopatra – Manages keys/certificates
6. I prefer to use Kleopatra to create my key so that I can go to Advanced Settings and pick
4096 bit RSA encryption instead of 2048 bit. I then save a copy of my key pair and
import that in to GPA tool.
7. Example of PGP encrypted text:
-----BEGIN PGP MESSAGE----Version: GnuPG v2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=YvVD
-----END PGP MESSAGE----8. Note: Your private key is the master key to decrypting your messages. If someone
obtains your private key, your communications are now compromised
9. Do the research on PGP/GPG and figure out how to use it and how to store keys
securely.
10. Unseen.is has a built in key management tool that you can import your private key in to
to encrypt communications on the fly
My Contact Information
• Ostel (secure voice)
rtownsendjr@ostel.co
• SecureChat (Jabber/XMPP, available on Android, Windows, Mac)
rtownsendjr@dukgo.com
• Unseen Secure Email/Chat
rtownsendjr@unseen.is
• PGP Public Key
-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK----Version: GnuPG v2
mQINBFShflwBEAC2IrLvItn0PeJ72/mt1Fm9YhWbobyGZlKDX+EMV/8y4FxwuNDX
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LKoylU1jTX7Q7BjfF8ycZjbS5RWhIfl3iw7X62RQkKVUWgYAVp7C4QnqdslV/hSl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=8lVE
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
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Section 3: HUMINT
Sources and Reliability
Watch an average spy movie and you’re likely to see sources and agents. Hollywierd cooks up graphic
scenes of sex, betrayal, torture, and last minute heroics. It’s rarely that exciting in real life (but
there are some documented cases) so, for our purposes, let me dispel any daydreams up front.
Today we’re discussing sources and their reliability. Who are we looking for? Where do we find
them? How do we know that our source is being truthful; or what he’s saying is true? In any future
conflict, the ability to recruit, task, and collect from sources is going to be a critical part of the overall
targeting and security strategy.
The great thing about Human Intelligence (HUMINT) is that it’s taskable; we can ask questions. That’s
a benefit that Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) doesn’t provide us – we get what we get.
We’re going to concern ourselves with HUMINT geared towards our own security and the defense of
our community as part of the broader Community Defense Framework, but first a few words on
collection for a pre-emptive security strategy.
Targeting.
Current intelligence collection doctrine utilizes HUMINT as one method of gaining information of
intelligence value on a high value target (HVT). An HVT is simply someone who plays a critical role,
and is therefore of a high value, in a network that we want removed. For instance, we could say that
Willy Williams is a facilitator who procures weapons for the Leroy Jenkins Gang. (In the IPB series,
we established that Leroy Jenkins and his gang were the primary threat to our community.) If we
remove Willy Williams from the battlespace, then the flow of weapons is stemmed until Willy is
replaced or Leroy Jenkins can get someone else lined up. That could take hours, days, weeks, or
months… but months if we’re lucky (that’s referred to as network disruption). If we can’t get to Leroy,
we need to get to Willy; and we get to Willy by talking to the people he knows. Maybe Willy has an
enemy – I would start with that guy. I would want him to be my source.
Security.
HUMINT for security purposes is typically referred to as Counterintelligence (CI). CI collectors are
working against the adversary’s intelligence collection assets. Maybe the Leroy Jenkins Gang has sent
someone to live in your community to collect information about its vulnerabilities. He maps out your
community and includes information that a map or Google Earth can’t provide – the qualitative aspects.
The ideal source.
If I had to describe the “ideal” source, he or she would be or have three things: be responsive to
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tasking, be motivated to provide accurate information, and have placement and access to satisfy the
information requirement.
By “tasking”, I mean that we utilize the individual; therefore, if someone is responsive to tasking, then
he or she is willing to be tasked (literally, given a task). Sources should be motivated to provide you
the information you’re looking for. That motivation can be monetary or ideological; you can pay them
or they can provide you information because they are working toward the same goals as you. Finally,
the source should have placement and access. If I want information about what the Leroy Jenkins
Gang is doing now or what they’re planning next, then I need a source who has inside information.
Think about insider trading: those people are usually receiving information from the top tiers of
companies on good or bad news. They have placement within the company and access to the
information that will satisfy the requirement.
The likelihood that we can recruit one of Leroy Jenkins’ lieutenants is abysmally low so we need to
consider the peripheral.
What’s the first thing that law enforcement does (on teevee) when they’re looking for a suspect? They
go to his parent’s house and speak with his mom. “Ma’am, Johnny’s going to be in a lot of trouble and
he’s going to get locked up for a long time unless we can find him and talk to him. Please let us know
if you hear anything.” They’re not going to tell his mother that they’re trying to arrest him; no, we just
want to talk to him.
And what does his mom do? “Oh, well, I haven’t seen Johnny in two or three days but he lives here; or
he spends a lot of time with this person.”
That’s collection from someone who is responsive (because she’s a good person); someone who is
motivated (because she doesn’t want her son to be in trouble); and she has placement and access (she’s
in Johnny’s immediate family and he will presumably see or talk to her in the near future).
Source selection.
Now if Johnny’s mom isn’t responsive to tasking, maybe because she’s afraid or distrustful of the
police, does that necessarily make her a bad source? Of course not. She could still be motivated to
collect, because we’ve taken her son’s situation and exploited it for our gain – she wants to keep him
out of trouble. She still has two of the three things we’re really looking for and that’s good enough for
government work. Now if his mother refused to talk to us, then I would approach the situation a little
differently. (We can cover approaches in a future post. Hey, I need something to write about next
month.)
Just like expanding your tribe, expanding your potential pool of sources is going to be highly
dependent upon your current network. If appropriate, I would lean heavily on local law enforcement,
but maybe someone in your community knows a current or former gang member. Perhaps you know a
citizen of a local town where the Leroy Jenkins Gang also operates. Maybe a gang member is shot and
wounded during an attack, he gets detained, and now we get to talk to him (yay!). Maybe a waitress
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sees his Cadillac pull into her restaurant every week. Maybe another person saw his Cadillac pull into
a driveway one night. If we don’t already have established networks then we have to establish them;
and we do that by talking to people. We just have to get out there and ask around. I don’t believe in
too many sources as long as they’re manageable. Focus on your top and most accurate producers.
Additionally, you’ll want to assign nomenclature to each source. Maybe it’s a code name, maybe it’s a
number or a letter; but you need a way to differentiate them in reports. The last thing you want is for
your sources to get burned – discovered – because you were using their real names and someone who
really didn’t need to know found out.
In our scenario, recruiting peripheral sources is going to be easy because nearly everyone is going to be
ideologically motivated to provide information. It’s just like a manhunt in a small town. If a citizen
sees a man running down the street in an orange jumpsuit, you’d better believe he’s going to talk about
it. He’s willing and ideologically motivated to provide that information because his safety depends on
it.
Recruiting sources with better or flat out good placement and access is going to be more difficult. Ask
peripheral sources if they know someone with better access. If we get information from a source with
primary access to the information, then he or she is a direct source. If a source received secondhand
information from a cousin, friend, or co-worker, then he or she is an indirect source. These can play
into source reliability which we’ll cover later.
Let’s take source recruitment from a different and less serious angle. Let’s say that you’re a huge fan
of a major college football program. It’s two weeks before the first game of the season and the head
coach hasn’t named a starting quarterback. How would you go about finding out that information?
You’d speak to people involved in the program: players, assistant coaches, water boys, athletic trainers,
etc. You might approach the football practice videographer about who’s getting more reps in practice.
You might inquire with an athletic trainer if any of the quarterbacks have been bruised, bumped, or
otherwise injured. You might find someone who knows the quarterback’s girlfriend and task him or her
to collect secondhand information. If you don’t know people with direct access, then find others who
have indirect access. The further you’re removed from the target information, the longer a process this
takes; but the more you’re willing to pay, the closer you might get. It might take you months to recruit
several indirect sources to this information (well past the latest time of intelligence value); and much
longer to develop direct sources.
In short, find the people with placement and access to the information and motivate them to collect.
Reliability.
I drop into a specific militia website from time to time. I’m in no way affiliated with them – I’m not
even in a militia – but I’m naturally curious and just want to see what they’re saying. They have an
‘Intel’ forum where they share information. A lot of the “intel” is probably pretty legitimate; they see a
military or police helicopter active in the area, they see a military convoy driving up some road
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somewhere, or they read that the local law enforcement has been/is going to be downsized by x number
of officers.
But there’s this one guy who always posts this totally outlandish information. Most of us probably
know his type – he’s just trying to be helpful and is probably a little too zealous in passing on the
random scuttlebutt that he hears from his equally crazy friends… or the internet. One of his posts was
about a child indoctrination/re-education camp being built outside a local military base. Another was
about an increased military presence in the area, as if they were gearing up for a large scale invasion of
the Walmart Supercenter. (He could be an agent provocateur for all I know. And I don’t.)
If you’re running sources or collecting information in a situation where your safety depends on it, it’s
going to be absolutely critical that you compile your reports for cross-reference. Equally critical is how
to determine what weight you give to a certain piece of information. For instance, who do you trust if
you have three sources reporting different information? Similarly, who do you trust when three sources
are reporting one way but a fourth is reporting the opposite?
The military has reliability ratings that I’ll provide below (open source) but I have an abbreviated
methodology to determining veracity that I’ll include after that.
Source Reliability

Rating

A
B
C
D
E
F

Description
No doubt about the source’s authenticity, trustworthiness, or competency. History
Reliable
of complete reliability.
Usually reliable Minor doubts. History of mostly valid information.
Fairly reliable
Doubts. Provided valid information in the past.
Not usually
Significant doubts. Provided valid information in the past.
reliable
Lacks authenticity, trustworthiness, and competency. History of invalid
Unreliable
information.
Cannot be judged Insufficient information to evaluate reliability. May or may not be reliable.

Information Reliability

Rating

Description
Logical, consistent with other relevant information, confirmed by independent
1 Confirmed
sources.
2 Probably true
Logical, consistent with other relevant information, not confirmed.
3 Possibly true
Reasonably logical, agrees with some relevant information, not confirmed.
4 Doubtfully true Not logical but possible, no other information on the subject, not confirmed.
5 Improbable
Not logical, contradicted by other relevant information.
6 Cannot be judged The validity of the information can not be determined.
In theory, reported information is going to get feedback from the end user. For instance, your
community defense leader says he needs to know what types of weapons the Leroy Jenkins Gang
employs and it’s your job to find out. You’d recruit and develop new sources or task existing ones to
get that information. A week later, three sources have reported back to you with the following
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conclusions:
Source A says they all have AK-47s. Source B says they have AK-47s and RPGs. Source C says they
have no rifles, only pistols.
This should be pretty easy to confirm or deny after the gang’s next attack. If there were shoulder
launched grenades that went boom, they obviously have (or had) RPGs. If nothing went boom then we
can’t rule out the possibility that they do have RPGs. If there are no 7.62×39 or 5.56 casings at the
scene of the attack, then we can cast some doubt on the veracity of Sources A and B. Similarly, if all
we see are short pistol caliber casings at the scene and no one reports seeing a rifle, then we can say
that Source C was likely the most accurate. As your sources continue to report, cross-check their
information against what other sources are saying and against actual events. Get them to report on
something you already know as fact. Start rating your sources by the tables above.
The best sources are going to have an A rating, the worst are going to have a D rating, and almost
always, new sources are going to be rated F. These ratings can be upgraded (or downgraded) after an
established pattern has emerged. If they repeatedly report information that can’t be confirmed or
denied, then they should continue to be rated as an F source, still unknown.
As for rating information reported by sources, use your best judgement if no other data can confirm or
deny the information. If we know that the Leroy Jenkins Gang uses RPGs in ambushes and Source A
says they don’t, then his reliability rating will suffer along with that information because we know
otherwise.
Abbreviated information reliability.
I have my own system of quickly rating information. Let’s look at two examples.
First is the child re-education camp reportedly being built outside a military base. This was reported in
the forum as fact. And speaking of fact, here’s the formula:
F – is it feasible? A – is it apt? C – is it consistent with other information? T – is it timely? S – is it
suitable? FACTS!
It isn’t feasible that the government will forcibly remove tens or hundreds of thousands of children
from their homes and ship them off to a military base to be re-educated. It isn’t apt to happen because
most parents, along with the public, wouldn’t allow it. It’s not consistent with any news reports or
other reliable sources. It’s not timely but it also isn’t untimely. Lastly, it’s not even suitable because
most children in public schools are already in a re-education camps. Cumulatively, it’s probably not a
FACT.
Next, let’s assess a military convoy rolling down the interstate.
It’s entirely feasible because military equipment moves in convoys and I’ve seen them myself. It’s apt
because equipment has to be moved sometimes. It’s consistent with other information because there
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was a nearby military base and military convoys have occurred in the past. It was timely because it
was on the weekend, when national guard and reserve drill occurs. Finally, it’s suitable because
equipment is moved in convoys. Cumulatively, it’s likely a FACT!

Source Recruitment Cycle
Source recruitment and source operations are two areas that have really been lacking on this blog, and I
get questions from time to time about how to develop them. They’re all good questions but the
answers have two things in common: they’re much too complex to explain in text over a few short blog
posts, and source ops really takes a back seat to analysis. Having all the information in the world
doesn’t mean much if you lack the ability to decipher it and synthesize knowledge. But we can at least
start with the basics. You need to be building a source network in your AO, even if it’s an informal and
loosely-organized one (that many of you already have). So let’s lay these questions to rest!
Source recruiting takes a lot of planning and expertise. We know this because it can be dangerous work
and because recruitment still fails. Just like with every other topic on this blog, we need a methodical
and rational way to approach sources, which is presented in the Source Recruitment Cycle (SRC).
Source Recruitment Cycle.
1. Identify potential sources based on intelligence requirements.
Everything about collection always comes back to one thing: intelligence requirements (IR). All
collection is directed and need-based. (For a refresher, see Intelligence Requirements.) The first step
of source recruitment is a combination of a) knowing and understanding your IRs; and b) identifying
individuals (or types of individuals) who may have placement and access to fulfill those IRs. In other
words, we need specific information so we find people who have access to that specific information.
To identify these potential sources, make a list of of individuals who could potentially fulfill the IR.
For instance, if you needed to know how many sheriff’s deputies are on duty at any given time, who
could you ask? The sheriff, the deputies, sheriff’s department administrators, retired deputies, county
politicians, or organized crime and drug gang bosses. Can you think of any others?
2. Assess placement and access for these potential sources.
When we’re assessing placement and access for potential sources, we’re not immediately concerned
with whether or not they’ll cooperate. We just want to know if they can provide us the information we
need to know. (Cooperation is a subjective term.) So in assessing our list above, we just concern
ourselves with the potential that they either a) directly know the information, or b) can acquire the
information.
For our list of potential sources, I would reckon that they all would have placement and access to the
information. If I had a very long list, then I might rank the top few so I know who to target for
recruitment first. Approaching and recruiting sources carries some risk, so we always want to justify
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the risk for the reward. In any case, along with assessing placement and access, depending on the
circumstances and IR, I would probably rank these potential sources in terms of risk. (What we get is a
matrix of risk/reward: what’s the risk of contact and recruitment versus the likelihood that the source
can answer the IR.) Approaching the sheriff directly for certain information might be riskier than
approaching a retired deputy. Approaching Osama bin Laden would have been much riskier than
approaching his courier. It may have no bearing in your situation, but the counterintelligence (CI)
aspect is always a factor of recruiting and running sources.
3. Judge responsiveness to tasking through personal interaction or building a relationship.
We learn about individuals from interacting with them, and listening to what they’re saying and how
they’re saying it, along with reading the messages of their body language. Get to know as much as you
can about a potential source before working with him (including Open Source Intelligence – OSINT).
That includes biographical information, familial ties, education, religion, politics, hobbies, etc.
Knowing as much as you can will make your job of recruitment much easier. When approaching a
potential source, you could either introduce yourself or get a mutual friend or acquaintance to introduce
you. If you choose to introduce yourself, it can be as simple as, “Hello, I’m so-and-so. I see you work
for the sheriff’s department.” Approach the potential source just like you would meet any stranger.
(We know much about him; he knows little about us.) And how do you build rapport with a stranger or
acquaintance? Shared interests is probably the easiest way. (In a future post, we’ll go into rapportbuilding and how to craft approaches.)
Once we’ve made contact with our potential source, we begin building rapport and probing for
responsiveness. Take a short survey of yourself and your job. If a practical stranger came up to you
and started asking about your company’s security policies, or biographical information on your boss,
what would you do? You’d probably become extremely suspicious and defensive. The chances that a
stranger would walk away with the information would hopefully be low. What if someone you’ve been
in contact with a couple times a week and gotten to know, maybe had a beer, played golf, or hung out at
the same business convention, asked you the same questions? You’d probably be more willing to open
up about the answers to those questions. And if provided the right motivation – money, promotion, etc.
– you might even be willing to go collect. If you wanted to get rid of your boss (to fire him, not kill
him), and it was possible for you to be promoted, you might go look on his desk phone’s call history (or
get the janitor to do it) or search for any signs of wrong-doing, would you not? If you wouldn’t,
somebody would. And we need to find that somebody.
So how did we get here? Because we did our research and found what motivates you. We decided that
you were suitable for the job, so we got to know you, and gradually brought you in. (We’ll cover
recruitment in the next step.)
In judging responsiveness, we need to identify the potential source’s suitability, motivations, and
vulnerabilities. Is this person suitable for the task of collecting information for us? Is he mentally
able to deal with the added stress; is he competent enough to acquire and deliver the information; and is
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he trustworthy enough to justify the risk of our meeting?
Back in September, we covered the motivating factors known as MICE/RC. Re-familiarize yourself
here. MICE/RC gives you the basics as to why a source might cooperate and give you information; it
could be one factor or a combination of multiple factors. The important thing is that you’ve identified
what makes your source tick, and many sources will be willing to collect as long as you provide
purpose, motivation, and direction. (It’s truly amazing what those three things will make people do.) If
the motivating factor for your source is just money, remember that that he might wind up in the pocket
of the highest bidder, which may not be you!
And that’s a vulnerability. What are the downsides related to dealing with this individual? If he’s
caught or gets into trouble for collecting sensitive information, is he likely to open up about what he’s
been doing and for whom? How dangerous might he be as the adversary’s CI asset? What are the
second- and third-order effects? When the source’s usefulness has come to an end and it’s time to
terminate the relationship, what will he do? After you’ve fulfilled his MICE/RC desires, what will he
likely do when you thank him for the last time? Considering that he now knows your face and
probably some – hopefully limited – information about you, how damaging could that information be?
Is he likely to run to your adversary, and tell them your IRs and methods? Or is he more ideologically
bought-in, in which case your secrets are likely safe with him?
We have to survey each of the source’s motivations and identify any vulnerabilities therein, in addition
to spotting flaws in personality, morality, or ethics. It may be the case that those flaws and
vulnerabilities don’t pose a risk to the mission. On the other hand, I would recommend that if you have
any reason to suspect that an individual may be detrimental to the mission, don’t use him. Bad sources
waste your time, or worse, compromise your mission or organization.
4. Recruiting the potential source by selling them the opportunity.
There are fundamentally two ways to approach source recruitment – soft and hard. The soft approach
is to lay out the problems, hint at the solution, and then have the potential source offer the solution. For
instance, if your potential source’s boss was going to be replaced by one of two individuals – David,
who he really hates; or Brian, who he really likes – then I would imply that the source target David for
information that could sway the decision. If he looked on David’s desk phone call history and saw that
he’d been spending hours on personal calls while on the clock (or surfing inappropriate sites on his
computer), and that information somehow found its way to the promotion committee, then David
would most certainly not be promoted. And we achieved the end goal because we got the ball rolling:
“It would be interesting to see David’s office phone or computer history. I wonder if that information
could come back to royally screw him.”
The hard is approach is much more direct. Just like you’d approach your boss to ask for or demand a
raise, you have to convince a source that it’s in his best interest to cooperate. Possible explanations to
your boss are that you’re one of four positions but you contribute 40% of the all the work, or that you
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raised revenue by 20% this year. If I’m a boss, I won’t want to let you go! That’s the same point we
need to get across to our potential sources. We need them to feel like we’re presenting them an
opportunity that they can’t refuse.
Ideology in the MICE/RC factors is a strong feeling. If a potential source is a Patriot, then he’s
probably going to be more willing to help you dig up dirt on the bad guys, if he knows that the end
result will benefit him. Direction, purpose, and motivation. A soft sell may be unsuccessful. Maybe
he doesn’t have confidence that the plan will work. If you know that the potential source is
trustworthy, you might have to hard sell it: “I’m a member of the organized resistance, and we need
you collect this information. You’ll stay completely anonymous/we can guarantee the security of your
family/we can help you out with the groceries this month/insert motivational factor here.” In this
instance, he really has two choices, which makes our research of what will likely motivate him all the
more important.
5. Meeting with and developing the recruited source.
Once the potential source has agreed to collection information for you – you’re collecting Human
Intelligence (HUMINT) – comes the much harder part: tasking, developing his tradecraft and
communications security (COMSEC) skills, ensuring security (both for him and you), and meeting
without being identified or followed.
This is a TON of information and we’ve already covered recruiting, so we’ll save this step for another
post.

Source Handling
Once we’ve recruited our first source – the guy who’s agreed to give us information in return for
whatever combination of MICE/RC factors we’ve identified – we have to ensure that a) he stays safe;
b) we stay safe while we’re meeting with him; c) we develop him to make him a more efficient
collector for us; and d) that we maintain rapport and control with him.
One of the best ways we can maintain rapport and control with our source – because an unpredictable
or unresponsive source, or the proverbial loose cannon, becomes a liability for us as source handlers –
is to remember and apply RASCLS, or Reciprocation, Authority, Scarcity, Commitment and
Consistency, Liking, and Social Proof. This list of factors was developed by Dr. Robert Cialdini,
psychologist and author of the book Influence: the Psychology of Persuasion.
Reciprocation.
Reciprocation occurs when we do something nice for others because they did something nice for us.
One good turn deserves another. According to Dr. Cialdini, human nature dictates that we seek out
reciprocal behavior. It goes both ways: our natural inclination is to respond to nice gestures with nice
gestures, and we desire to repay insults and affronts with those of our own. Why do salespeople buy
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gifts or drinks, or dinners for their clients? Because their clients are spending lots of money on their
products, and the salespeople want to ensure that relationship continues.
So when we’re meeting with a source, one of the best ways to set ourselves up for reciprocation is to
make the first move. Because we know everything about our source before we start the recruiting
process, we should know their wants and needs. Whether we’re buying dinner, drinks, a pack of nice
golf balls, or some other material or action, we ought to make it deliberate and have the source
acknowledge the forethought. As long as we’re doing the small things, we’re setting ourselves up for
future success. Our source might just reciprocate by offering a small but important or difficult-tocollect piece of information.
Authority.
Authority is a critical part of our persona that we need to project. No one wants to risk his job, life, or
family’s security in order to report sensitive information to someone who is weak, from a weak
organization, or who lacks the authority to provide security or materiel support for him while he
collects.
We’ve talked about personas before, and the importance of having a persona that reflects the individual
our sources want us to be. Part of our job is to be the guy that our sources believe they’re working
with, even if we’re not. One particularly effective persona is the smart, competent, man-in-the-field
doing the work of his very powerful bosses. This provides us a multitude of benefits, and allows us to
exercise their authority, or the authority of our powerful organization.
One, it allows us to save face. If we can’t deliver something then it’s because our bosses won’t agree to
it, and never because we can’t or won’t. Even if we’re calling all the shots, pawning off difficult
decisions on our ‘boss’ is one way for us to maintain a good rapport on a very personal level, even
when telling our source difficult or discouraging news.
Two, it provides us some leverage. One of the most useful negotiation tactics is to act as though a
minor concession is, in reality, really important to us. Maybe our source is asking for $50 per week, or
a bag of groceries per week, and it’s well within our organization’s means to make that happen. We can
act like it’s a really, really big deal to our supervisors; not because they can’t provide it, but because
they want our source to prove himself before they provide him with that material. Our supervisors
want you to prove that you have access to the information (or want you to collect a specific piece of
information) before they’re willing to provide that amount of support.
Three, it allows us to build rapport by going to bat for ‘our guy’. If our source requests something
specific, then we might report back initially that our supervisors said, “no.” Or maybe we need some
time to examine the consequences that our source acquires this material; maybe he wants a weapon or
some other sensitive item. But if our source takes the initiative and proves to us that he’s worth it, then
we can report to him that we’ve been lobbying our bosses, promising to them that ‘our guy is worth it’
(or some other positive, affirming, and encouraging description), and that they’ve finally come through
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for us. You should probably re-iterate that you’ve been fighting for your source in the office, so your
source needs to fight for you and be responsive to future taskings.
In these situations, we can be whomever we want as long as we’re consistent (covered later) and
building rapport with our sources.
Scarcity.
Scarcer things are generally more valuable. Look at gold and silver: they’re only mining so much out
of the earth, and there’s only so much above ground in circulation. It’s a limited amount and for that
reason it’s valuable. In the case of diamonds, that value is largely a created value. Because most of the
world’s diamonds aren’t available, diamonds are made artificially more valuable.
Likewise, the information we need is often scarce, and therefore so valuable to us that we’re willing to
risk our lives or well-being to recruit and task individuals to risk their lives or well-being in order to
collect that information. If there comes a time when our source is unwilling or reluctant to collect,
depending on the cause of those feelings, we should look at introducing him to the concept of scarcity.
We can work with anyone, but we choose to work with you, or this opportunity is going to be available
for a limited amount of time before we have to move on to someone else. Even if there aren’t, there are
always other people willing to work for us; always. There’s one job and several people who are willing
to fill it. This work is scare and is therefore valuable to our sources because we’re leaning on or
providing the factors that motivate them.
Commitment and consistency.
No one wants to work with or depend on the guy who only sometimes comes through. The guy who’s
continually late, lacks commitment to the cause, or is inconsistent is generally not employed for very
long. Source handlers will find themselves in similar unemployment situations if they aren’t
committed to their sources and don’t stay consistent with them. As much as we may complain about
the inconsistency of our sources, or question their commitment, they can more afford that ‘luxury’ of
being lazy because we obviously need them more than they need us. If your sources lack commitment
or are inconsistent in their efforts, then they’re likely not being properly motivated.
On the flip side, it’s critical for us to make abundantly clear our commitment to our source. Not only
are we committed to his safety and well-being (and probably the safety and well-being of his family),
but also we must always be consistent in our dealing with him. If we make a promise, then we must
follow through. If we schedule a meeting, then we must show up (unless it becomes a security risk).
We must make a commitment to being consistent, and be consistent in our commitment.

Liking.
Cialdini and others have pointed out that we like others who like us, and vice versa. People like being
liked, and we form relationships with those who like us, and who are like us. On the one hand, we can
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build better rapport by liking our sources and if our sources like us. Even if we don’t like our sources,
it’s imperative that they like us. On the other hand, going back to persona, we have to be the guy who’s
interested in or who shares the interests of our sources. If our source is motivated by ideology, then we
have to emphasize that his ideology is also important to us. If he’s motivated by his ego, then we must
be interested in him or his exploits. If he’s motivated by the security of him family, then me must make
the security of his family important to us. The concept of liking builds rapport and enables more
efficient collection.
Social Proof.
Why are authors so interested in having 5-star reviews on Amazon? Eighty percent of online shoppers
read reviews of products before they make a purchase, and 72% of them trust online reviews just as
much as word-of-mouth reviews. That’s social proof. It’s proof that society is accepting of a product,
or likes a product, which makes us more likely to make a purchase.
Luckily, there’s no Amazon reviews for clandestine source handlers; no database of sources who report
reviews of their handlers, so we have to paint the picture of social proof to our sources. We might
mention that our organization has worked with many different people in the past — people of a high
profile or significance; people who couldn’t afford to be identified as cooperators, or having their
cooperation made public – and if those people can trust us then so can our source. We do this around
the clock with many other people, so we can be trusted. Social proof builds trust.
So there you have it – RASCLS. If you’re interested in being a human intelligence collector, I highly
recommend reading some books on sales and working with people (anything by Cialdini, Carnegie,
Ziglar, etc.). If you’re in the milk business, then you’re really in the business of cows. The same line
of thinking can be said of those who are in the information business… you’re really in the people
business.

The Cut-out
Source: the Nation (Thai)
Supanuch Hongsakrai, 28, was nabbed on Monday as she tried to check in a package at the
bag-deposit counter. She claimed she had been hired by a man, identified only as Than, to
pick up the package from a firm… check it in at the bag-deposit counter and hand the ticket
over to another man. She was allegedly paid between [300-600 USD] each time.
She admitted to having done this three times before to earn money for her family, though
she claimed that she did not know there were drugs inside the package because she had
never looked. Police, charging the suspect for possessing narcotics with the intention to
sell, will further interrogate her to try and nab her accomplices.
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The cut-out.
As opposed to the dead drop, a system whereby two individuals transfer information or materiel
without coming into contact, the cut-out is a go-between for the sender and receiver. The cut-out
essentially becomes the living dead drop, ensuring that the sender and receiver don’t come into
contact. The case officer/agent handler identifies and recruits the potential agent/courier through the
steps of the Agent Recruiting Cycle. The case officer provides directions; maybe the agent is a courier
making dead drops, maybe the courier is the cut-out. The cut-out simply accepts a package from an
known (or unknown) entity, and then delivers it to another known (or unknown) entity. This is how
two individuals communicate ‘face-to-face-to-face‘ without coming into contact or even close
proximity.
So let’s take this lady, for instance. She was identified and chosen as a potential agent because her
handler identified her motivating factors, and because they likely investigated her enough to know that
she was a very unassuming, off-the-radar type of agent. Maybe they put the fear of God in her by
showing her pictures of her children sleeping, too. They’re a drug gang, after all. Though we don’t
know how the recruitment took place, we do know that she was formally recruited to be a willing agent
for a unknown organization. She didn’t know the identity of her handler, the man to whom she was
giving the packages, or who they were worked for. That’s an example of compartmentalization. She
only knew what she needed to know. Notice that even after she was busted, she couldn’t give the
authorities much information because she didn’t know anything.
M is for Material/Money.
We covered the MICE/RC motivating factors a few months ago. When we’re investigating and
verifying our knowledge about potential source/agents, this is the lens through which we identify
motivations.
She admitted to having done this three times before to earn money for her family…
“[H]er family.” Love of Family can be a very effective approach when recruiting a source/agent. In
this approach, we play up a need or desire from the individual’s family (i.e., food and water, shelter,
bills, etc.) and we imply or lightly suggest that the problem could be alleviated. If you don’t know how
the potential agent will react, then don’t suggest that they trade information or actions for money. Keep
things light and avoid making overt offers. But, maybe in this instance, the woman has the upside of
being able to provide for her family, and the known downside that if she doesn’t follow instructions
that her family would be in immediate danger; which I would expect that it would. Maybe they spelled
it out for her.
At any rate, keep looking over that Source Recruitment Cycle, and think about how you can develop
your own small information network in your community. Then look over the MICE/RC factors and
identify which factors might apply to your list of potential sources. The rest is building rapport and
planting seeds.
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MICE/RC Factors
A few days ago we talked about intelligence requirements. As a quick recap, we create intelligence
requirements for information we want to collect. For example, your intelligence requirements might
include:
– What threats exist in my AO?
– Identify the strength and disposition of the Leroy Jenkins Gang.
– Identify likely targets for the Leroy Jenkins Gang.
(For new readers, the Leroy Jenkins Gang is the primary threat in this blog’s AO… which reminds me:
threats don’t always have to be kinetic. DIME/PMESII describes a host of other factors – diplomatic,
political, military, economic, social, infrastructure, information. Each of these things could pose a
threat to your organization or community. That’ll be an article for later.)
At any rate, we’ve identified information we want to collect. The next step is identifying who has
placement and access to that information we want, and recruiting them to collect for us. We’ll call this
our source nomination process. When we analyze potential sources, our first step is to identify their
placement and access: what information are they likely to know, or likely able to collect? If we
determine that a potential source wouldn’t be able to satisfy our intelligence requirement, then he falls
of the list for that requirement. So if we’re identifying threats in our AO, my list of potential sources
would include law enforcement officers, local news reporters, elected officials (city board, county
commission, mayor, etc.), and other civil service workers. A law enforcement officer might not know
about potentially weak bridges and other infrastructure, but the county engineer likely would. If there’s
infrastructure in need of repair or upgrade (a bridge, electrical grid, etc.), while it’s not a kinetic threat,
it might pose a threat to future operations and I want to know about it.
MICE/RC factors specifically refer to Human Intelligence (HUMINT) collection and source
recruitment, but they apply to all realms of influence. When we discuss HUMINT collections, whether
it’s tactical questioning (TQ), interrogation, or source operations, we should consider our sources’
motivating factors. Whether we’re direct questioning a witness after a firefight (TQ), attempting to
elicit information from a detainee (interrogation), or recruiting a source with unique placement and
access to information we want (source operations), we will do so in light of MICE/RC motivating
factors. It’s rare that we can just directly ask for information, or task collection, without giving
something in return. In MICE/RC, we offer tangible goods, feelings, problems, and solutions.
Material. The traditional MICE/RC factors use Money here; however, since this is for post-SHTF we
can no longer consider just ‘money’. While money is an option, post-SHTF there will be a myriad of
individuals willing to trade information for material goods that ease their suffering: food, water,
medicine, toiletries, firewood, and the list goes on. This is essentially a negotiation but don’t promise
anything you can’t provide. If you recruit a formal source and you task that individual to get involved
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in and collect on the Leroy Jenkins Gang in return for moving his family into your community
(protection), then be sure that you can follow through. One downside to the Material motivator is that
individuals may fabricate information in return for payment. When sources begin to question their
usefulness – say, after they’ve been exhausted of intelligence information – it’s time to consider their
recourse: what will they do to continue keeping the rewards coming? If you suspect that they’re
fabricating information, then it’s time we stop dealing with that individual. Not only is it a waste of
time and resources, but continued meetings with them no longer justify the risk. Another downside is
the law of diminishing returns. As an individual accepts more risk in order to collect information for
you, the more they may want in return. Is the potential collection worth their desired reward? Are they
asking more than you can deliver? It bears repeating: follow through on your promises. You might
burn more than just yourself.
Ideology. The Soviet defector in 1989 who provides US intelligence with information on the Soviet
nuclear program or air defense systems. A neighbor who calls the police and then you to report that
your house is being broken into. An employee of a three-letter agency who reports a deliberate and
malicious trend of spying on innocent Americans. (Just look at how Snowden burned NSA because his
ideology was stronger than his fear of reprisal.) These are examples of source reporting based on
ideological motivations. We share the same ideology, and we want all Patriots to be safe and protected
from threats and unconstitutional activities. In a post-SHTF environment, there will be known or
unknown Patriots in positions of authority, and with placement and access to sensitive information. We
want this sensitive information, so we might play to our shared ideology. Our first step is to identify
these people, and then identify which of our intelligence requirements they might meet. A sheriff’s
deputy and Oathkeeper might be willing to tell us that the County Sheriff doesn’t believe that the
Second Amendment applies to all citizens. This deputy just answered an intelligence requirementsthreats in the AO – because the Sheriff is now identified as a threat. Or maybe, hopefully, the deputy
tells us that the Sheriff has plans to physically resist any regime attempt to outlaw and confiscate
personal firearms. In either case, we’re told this because we’ve convinced this deputy that both of us
are on the same ideological side, and because the deputy understands that this information is beneficial
to the populace.
Compromise. Think of compromise in this case as leverage; it’s the whip as opposed to the carrot. We
know you’re having an affair, so vote No at the next meeting or we’ll tell your wife. We know you’re
skimming money on those contracts, so collect this information for us or we’ll turn you in. Yes, this is
blackmail and/or extortion but it’s an ugly reality of the spy world. HUMINT handlers and those
involved in source operations find good reasons to motivate individuals who are unwilling to collect,
and compromise can be a very powerful motivator. I would urge caution, however, because a potential
source’s ideological beliefs may be stronger than the fear over their compromised situation. In this
case, or any others, our potential source could explain his situation to his superiors without our
knowledge, and we could find ourselves at considerable risk the next time we meet with our potential
source. Death is a reality, and so are criminal charges. In any event, the collection should always
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justify the risks, and that’s a determination you have to make, especially when attempting to leverage a
source who has compromised himself.
Ego. We might run approaches called Pride/Ego Up and Pride/Ego Down. Pride and ego are universal
feelings, and we play to both high and low levels of each. A potential source might enjoy the feeling of
pride when he collects for us because we encourage him and shower him with some praise. Maybe he
doesn’t get that in his work, and will continue to collect for us because we enable that emotion.
Pride/Ego Down in source recruitment is just the opposite: instead of playing up a source’s ego, we’re
playing it down. These people might be willing to collect for us to prove their own authority and
power, especially if we call into question their own importance. We might introduce a monetary
reward in this manner: We don’t believe that you can get us that information because you’re not that
important to the organization… but if you can prove to us that you have that amount of power then we
can do this for you. We could collect on seemingly innocuous topics like strength and disposition,
leadership, personalities, and biographical information, or if we turn Pride/Ego Down into Material,
then we could utilize both motivators and have him produce more important information.
Revenge. Some would argue that revenge falls into ideology, but I include it as its own motivator.
This is the wife of a husband who beats her, or an employee of a company who wronged him.
Individuals out for revenge can be critically detrimental to an adversarial organization (and to friendly
organizations by the same logic). We identify the individual out for blood against the Leroy Jenkins
Gang, and then we play on his desire for revenge and direct that anger/hatred to achieve a positive
development for us. The downside here is the loose cannon, who is initially responsive to tasking but
over time considers his own goals more viable or beneficial than ours. Assessing the source who’s out
for revenge is a critical part in planning his collection. If you suspect that you’re losing control over a
Revenge source then you have two options: use him up or let him go.
Coercion. This is my least favorite in the MICE/RC spectrum but it can be a strong motivator. As
opposed to compromise where we utilize a pre-existing fear, with coercion we are creating a justified
fear. Get us the contents of that report, or you’ll come home to an empty house. Plant this bug in your
boss’s office or we’ll kill you. We are coercing a source’s cooperation through threats of force and
violence. I don’t recommend this in general but understand that it’s used, especially by nefarious
actors. It might even be used against you.
MICE/RC presents us with a wide range of options when attempting to recruit sources. A good deal of
planning and research on a potential source will yield the benefits of knowing which motivator you
should use, and motivators should be used only in order of most effect. Your source may not be
motivated by money as much as he is ideology; ego as much as he is compromise. Keep in mind that
sometimes the greatest motivation for collection is a combination of MICE/RC factors.
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